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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
FIFTY SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
1010 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
I have the honor of submitting the fifty seventh annual report
of the Department of Public Safety for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1978, made in compliance with the provisions of General Laws
Chapter 147, section 1.
The following is a summary of the activities of the Division
of State Police, Inspection, Fire Prevention, Boxing Commission
and various Boards and Bureaus of the Department for the fiscal
year from July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
This forward is intended to highlight some of the more
outstanding features of the past year. The purpose of the
Annual Report is to gather essential information in an uniform
fashion. The data includes reports from all of the branches of
the Department of Public Safety and gives detailed accounts of the
activities performed by its members. The information is collected
and stored in a central report for future reference and use
within the Department. For specific reports on individual
divisions, please refer to the Table of Contents.
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DIVISION OF STATE POLICE
Commissioner John F. Kehoe Jr. continued as the Chief Adminis-
trator of the Department during the fiscal year 1978. Deputy
Commissioner Fred I. Lamson assisted by supervising the administrative
activities of the Department. Frank J. Trabucco continued as
C olonel and Deputv Superintendent, assisting in the administration
of the Division of State Police.
On November 23, 1977, the Division of State Police quietly
terminated its vigil inside the corridors of South Boston High School.
The Boston Herald American reported the event as follows:
The last remaining State Police guards - who once
numbered 500 - will be withdrawn from South Boston High
School at the close of classes today.
The troopers were first sent to the high school in Oct.
1974. when South Boston High became a focal point of
resistance to Federal Court- ordered desegregation.
The racial strife ultimately led to takeover of the
school by Federal Judge W. Arthur Garrity, with School
Supt. Marion Fahey as the receiver.
With the start of Phase 11 desegregation in Sept. 1975,
there were 500 troopers on duty at the school. By mid-
September that number was reduced to 335 - the court
ordered minimum at that time.
Since then, with court approval, the number gradual-
ly diminished. Onlv 10 were on duty yesterday.
The order for their departure today results from a
decision bv Supt. Fahey, Wayne Howard , the School Depart-
ment director of security, and Public Safety Comm. John
F. Kehoe Jr.
The Great Blizzard of "78" wrought havoc in Eastern Massachu-
setts. On Febuary 6, 1978 around 11.00AM the snow storm
commenced and as the storm intensi f ied , winds of hurricane force
reduced visibility to near zero and caused severe drifting.
The storm continued throughout Tuesday, Febuary 7th with a
total accumulation of 30 inches and 20 foot drifts in some areas.
The snow caused massive commuter traffic tie-ups on all major
arteries in Eastern Massachusetts as vehicles were unable to
negotiate hills and traffic eventually came to a standstill
with thousands of vehicles and their occupants stranded. During
the height of the storm motorists were being evacuated and
taken to emergency shelters where some were forced to remain
as many as five days. The roads were closed and a traffic ban
imposed by the Governor. Removal of vehicles was accomplished
by National Guard
,
Department of Public Works
,
private
contractors and towing firms. In addition to regular patroll,
one hundred State Police Officers were utilized per day to oversee
the operation. The travel ban was lifted on Saturday Febuary
11th, and by Monday all areas resumed normal.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Executive Office, 905 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215
(617) 727-7775
Secretary
Assistant Secretarv
Charles V. Barry
Arthur C. Cadegan, Jr.
1010 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215
(617) 566-4500
Commiss ioner /Superintendent
Deputy Commissioner
DIVISION OF STATE POLICE
General Headquarters (GHQ)
1010 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
(617) 566-4500
Deputy Superintendent
Office of Field Operations
Office of Staff Operations
Office of Investigations
and Intelligence Operations
Office of Commissioner and
Deputy Superintendent
Bureau of Eastern Field
Services
Bureau of Western Field
Services
Bureau of Administrative
Services
Bureau of Technical
Services
Bureau of Investigative
Services
Criminal Information
Section
Special Investigations Unit
Boston (617) 727-8072
Narcotics Section
Framingham (617) 879-5051
Dennis M. Condon
Fred I . Lamson
Colonel Frank J. Trabucco
Lt. Col. James T. Canty
Lt. Col. Robert R. Wills
Lt. Col. John R. 0 ' Donovan
Major Robert C. Woodward
Major George H. Hall
Major Richard N. Loynd
Major John F. Kennedy
Major James E. Halloran
Major John F. Regan, Jr.
Det. Lt . James H. Sharkey
Det. Capt. Peter Agnes
Captain Robert A. Enos
Special Services Section
Framingham (617) 879-5051
Supply Section
Personnel Section
Framingham (617) 879-5051
Training Section
Framingham (617) 879-5051
Communications Section
GHQ - Boston
Firearms Identification
Section GHQ - Boston
Photography/ Fingerprinting
Section GHQ- Boston
Traffic Section
Concord (617) 369-1004
State Bureau of Identification
GHQ Boston
Crime Reporting Unit
Crime Laboratory Section
Firearms Records Section
Headquarters Section:
Staff Inspections Unit
Framingham (617) 879-5051
Research & Development Unit
Boston (617) 727-3784
Internal Affairs Unit
Framingham (617) 879-5051
Public Relations Unit
GHQ - Boston
Fiscal Section
GHQ -Boston
Attorney General's Unit
Boston ' (617) 727-4190
Sgt. Charles F. Henderson
Capt. Henry C. Scott
Capt. Anthony A. Lopez
Capt. George R. Dolan
Lt. George F. Mallett
Sgt James T. McGuiness
Lt. Richard G. Brisbois
Lt. James G. Port
Edmund Reardon
Rita Mills
John McHugh
Roy F . Dewing
Lt. Philip J. Reilly
Lt. Albert C. Alben
Captain Harold J. Reddish
S/sgt Richard H. 0 1 Shea
Det. Lt. Robert J. Cummings
Troops
Troop "A"
Troop "B"
Troop "C"
Troop "D"
Troop "E"
Troop "F"
DIVISION OF FIRE PREVENTION
Fire Marshal
DIVISION OF INSPECTIONS
Chief of Inspections
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION
Business Agent
Captain Robert E. Hunt
450 Worcester Road
Framingham, MA 01701
(617) 879-5051
Captain Leonard F. VonFlatern
555 King Street
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 584-3205
Captain Raymond G. Ethier
Main Street
Holden, MA 01520
(617) 829-5336
Captain George A. Kimball, Jr.
West Grove Street
Middleboro, MA 0 2346
(617) 947-6510
Captain John J. Cronin
668 South Avenue
Weston, MA 02193
(617) 237-2931
Captain Michael J. Noone
Logan International Airport
East Boston, MA 02128
(617) 566-4500
Joseph A. O'Keefe
(617) 727-7689
John T. Loynd
(617) 566-4500
Andrew M. O'Brien
HEADQUARTERS SECTION
1010 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
(617) 566-4500
COMMANDED BY
MAJOR RICHARD N. LOYND
The Headquarters Section is made up of the Staff Inspection,
Research and Development, Internal Affairs, and Public Relations
Units: to aid the Commissioner/Superintendent and the Colonel/
Deputv Superintendent in the administration of the Department
of Public Safety while providing the necessary planning,
exposure and controls
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT UNIT
One Ahsburton Place, Room 1319
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
(617) 727-3784
Captain Robert C. Woodward
Trooper Daniel J. Sheehan
The Research and Development Unit is an administrative
function of the Commissioner's Office assigned to carry out all
planning projects to ensure continuous operational readiness
of the Division, and research and develop new technical and
administrative programs which will enhance the future organ-
izational growth of the State Police.
The Research and Development Unit was responsible for the
handling of (47) requests for information from other states,
(41) from within the Department of Public Safety, (17) from
other Government agencies and (5) from within Massachusetts.
The Unit did not participate in the annual State Police
Planning Officer's Conference.
Projects completed by the Unit for the Fiscal year included
Pursuit Driver Training Track Study, Economic Development
Administration Funding Program and Federal Project for truck
weighing Scales.
n
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INTERNAL AFFAIRS UNIT
450 WORCESTER ROAD
FRAMINGHAM. MASSACHUSETTS 01701
(617) 879-5051
COMMANDED BY
LIEUTENANT ALBERT C. ALBEN
STAFF
1 Lieutenant
2 Staff Sergeants
PURPOSE
To investigate complaints against members of the
Massachusetts State Police appointed under General Law,
Chapter 22, Section 9A, and any other investigation assigned
by the Commissioned and/or Deputy Superintendent.
ACTIVITIES
July 1, 1977 thru June 30, 1978
Between the above dates, the Internal Affairs Unit has
received and investigated forty-four (44) complaints; which
for the purpose of this report, will classify the results of the
investigations as:
Sustained - Violation found of Rule or
Regulation of the Division of State Police or
Criminal statutes.
Unfounded - No violation or unproveable
complaint.
If, after the investigation of a complaint and the case
is Sustained , one of four (4) dispositions results:
(a) Written reprimand placed in officers
personnel file,
(b) Disciplinary action, suspension, days off
forfeited, etc,
(c) Departmental Trial Board
(e) Criminal complaint.
Of the forty-four complaints received, seventeen (17) were
sustained, Twenty-two (22) were unfounded, Five (5) are still
under investigation.
Of the five still under investigation, one is a special
investigation of a civilian member of the Department of Public
Safety.
HIGHLIGHTS/EXPANSION ON ACTIVITIES
highlights/expansion on activities
On investigation resulted in the arrest of a member of
the Division of State Police and a civilian as Fugitive from
Justice.
Three (3) investigations resulted in Department Trial
Boards against a total of six (6) members of the Division
This unit was assigned to assure the security of the 1978
local police civil service examination then being printed in
the office of Administration and Finance, for a two week period.
PUBLIC RELATIONS UNIT
Captain Harold J. Reddish
Corporal Paul M. Beloff
Trooper Robert J. McKeon
Joan Angel
The Public Relations Unit of the Massachusetts State
Police continued to familiarize the citizens of the Common-
wealth with the policies, services, and actions of the De-
partment of Public Safety and the interprtation of those
policies, services, and actions to assure complete under-
standing and appreciation. > f&
Personnel assigned to the uni tA the, dai ly , vital
service of liaison between the Department" and the various
news media representatives throughout the Commonweal th.Al so
servea/l thousand inquiries from the public were handled
by unit personnel
.
Unit personnel administered the Department's
Speakers Program which provided a grass roots approach
of communications with the citizens accross the State.
The outstanding activities of the Unit was first
the addition on the dynamic new State Police film entitled
"Over One Hundred Years. . .New. " Produced and directed by
Public Safety Pictures of Dallas, TX, it was narrated by
John Wayne and introduced by Walter Cronkite. The public
has overwhelmingly accepted and acclaimed this latest
State Police program. Secondly, the unit personnel assisted
with the graduation of the 60th. Recruit Training Troop
which added 84 new officers to the roles of the Massachusetts
State Police.
MASSACHUSETTS STATE POLICE AIR WING
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS
02062
(617) 769-4777
SERGEANT THOMAS J. FLAHERTY
WING COMMANDER
PILOTS ASSIGNED
CORPORAL DONALD C. CODY
TROOPER CLEMENT G. TOURIGNY
The State Police Air Wing is housed in Hanger #5 at Horwood
Airport. The purpose of the Air Wing is tp provide the citizens
of the Commonwealth, in conjunction with ground units, aerial
services in traffic enforcement, criminal surveillance, criminal
searches, search and rescue, aerial photography, highway engineering
survey, emergency medical transportation, as well as, transportation
in situations where time is of a critical factor. Areal observation
and command platform is privided at the scenes of civil disturbances
and disasters.
The helicopter is made available to all police agencies, and
political sub-divisions of the Commonwealth for law enforcement
and/or emergency transportation in life throating or life saving
situations.
Prom July 1,1977 to Jume 30, 1978 the helicopter was flown
five hundred ninety nine (599) hours. A daily traffic surveillance
patrol was flown over the major highway network, in and around
metropolitan Boston. Forty eight(48) cities and towns in adnlttan
received services from the Air Wing. The State Police helicopter
was the only form of emergency transportation available at the
beginning of the Feb. 6-8, 1978 snow storm. During this time it
flew numerous medical emergency victims, as well as state and federal
disaster observers when no other means of transportation was available,
/3
Other activity included, searches for armed robbery suspects,
murder suspects, murder victims, prison escapees, highjacking
investigations, sniper searches, drownings, transportation of
scuba team personnel, lost persons, high speed chases, aerial
photograghy, and criminal investigations.
From July 1, 19 77, thriugh June 30,1978, the helicopter was
involved in a total of 6136 incidents; or 10.25 incidents per hour
flown. Attached is a breakdown of the incidents and types.
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COMPREHENSIVE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION PROGRAM
STATE POLICE ACADEMY
47 0 WORCESTER ROAD
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
(617) 879-5051
CORPORAL RICHARD L. WHELAN
SENIOR CRIMINALIST
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
TROOPER JAMES P. FASULO
CRIMINALIST
4 STAFF MEMBERS
1 N.U. Co-op Student
The purpose of the program is to provide advance training
to State Police Officers, Municipal Police Officers, and Fire
fighting personnel.
Programs offered are: Arson School, Photo School, Finger-
print Classification, Crime Scene Search School, Municipal
Investigator r s School, Advanced Photography School, White Collar
Crime School, Bomb School, and Advanced Latent Print School.
From the period of July 1, 1977, through June 30, 1978, the
following schools have been conducted by the Comprehensive
Criminal Investigation Program:
4 Crime Scene Search Schools
6 Photography Schools
4 Arson Schools
2 Bomb Schools
2 Municipal Investigator's Schools
1 Advanced Latent Fingerprint School
1 Fingerprint School
2 Advanced Photography Schools
1 Identi-Kit School
2 Nikon Photo Theory Schools
1 White Collar Crime School
2 Crime Scene Technician-Investigator-M. S . P . 60th recruits
3 Special Crime Scene Search Schools
Total Number of Classes: 31
Total Personnel Trained: 7 85
In the coming calendar year the curriculum will include
an expanded Arson Program, along with a standard EcomomicCrime Course. These courses will be in addition to the fullcurriculum offered in the past.
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OFFICE OF FIELD OPERATIONS
1010 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
(617) 566-4500
COMMANDED BY
LIEUT. COLONEL JAMES T. CANTY
The Office of Field Operations includes the Bureau of
Eastern Field Services and the Bureau of Western Field Services,
and has the responsibility for all field operational services
reporting to and accountable to the Deputy Superintendent.
The planning, directing, and coordinating of all activities
concerning patrol functions, prevention of crime, detection of
crime, protection of life and property, and preliminary invest-
igations f all within the purview of the Office of Field Opera-
tions .
Liaison is maintained with all offices and bureaus within
the Department as well as all government agencies and authorities.
t?
BUREAU OF EASTERN FIELD SERVICES
1010 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
(617) 566-4500
COMMANDED BY
MAJOR GEORGE H. HALL
PERSONNEL
Troop "A"
Troop "D"
Troop "F"
175
135
61
The Bureau of Eastern Field Services is responsible for the
patrol and criminal investigations in the Eastern Massachusetts,
Logan Airport, Cape Cod and the Islands area. The Interstate
Highway System includes Routes 93,95,195,295,495 and other
main arteries such as Routes 2,3,128 and the Southeast Expressway.
Bureau personnel responded to 10,535 motorist aid call box
requests on the Interstate System.
Arrests 4 ,421
Complaints Investigated 1,592
Assists to Motorists 989
Motor Vehicle Accidents 5,148
Aircraft Accidents 16
Stolen Cars Recovered 790
Stolen Property Recovered $2,323,731.75
Motor Vehicle Violations 81, 305
State Police Headquarters
Troop "A"
450 Worcester Road, Framingham, Mass.
Commanded by Captain Robert E. Hunt
Troop "A" Headquarters is in Framingham, Massachusetts with
substations in Andover, Topsfield, Concord, Foxboro, Framingham, and
Lynnfield. Troop "A" is the busiest field troop, encompassing the
highly populated area of metropolitan Boston.
During 1977-78 personnel assigned reached a high of 176 and
a low of 147.
Assigned personnel as of 8/1/78 by Troop and Station:
AHQ Framingham 1 Captain
5
2
3
2
9
Lieutenants
Staff Sergeants
Sergeants
Corporals
Troopers 22
A-l Andover 1
2
22
Staff Sergeant
Sergeants
Troopers 25
A-2 ToDsfield 1
2
20
Staff Sergeant
Corporals
Troopers 23
A-3 Concord 1
2
21
Staff Sergeant
Sergeants
Troopers 24
A-A Foxboro 2
24
Sergeants
Troopers 26
A-5 Framingham 1 Staff Sergeant
2
20
Corporals
Troopers 23
JO
A-7 Lynnfield 1 Staff Sergeant
1 Corporal
22 Troopers 24
Salisbury Beach 1 Sergeant
Detail 7 Troopers 8
Total - 175
Civilian Personnel - 28
Statement of Purpose Overall responsibility for prevention
and detection of crime, the protection of life and property, and the
apprehension of violators of the law within the troop geographical
area.
Activities The following activities took place in Troop "A"
during the period reported and are significant aue to the nature and/or
amount of time required for performance.
(1) South Boston High School Detail from September
to November 1977, averaging between 30 and 40
officers per day for a total of 17,240 man hours.
(2) Hostage incident in Franklin with Troop "A"
STOP TEAM of 6 men responding - 6 hours
(3) Numerous bomb threats at State Hospitals,
department stores and private industry.
(4) Blizzard 1978 (February) - On February 6,
1978 around 11:00 a.m. the snow storm
commenced and as the storm intensified winds
of hurricane force reduced visibility to near
zero and caused severe drifting. The storm
continued throughout Tuesday, February 7th
with a total accummulation of 30 inches and
20 foot drifts in some areas in the troop.
The snow caused a massive commuter traffic tie-up
on Route 128 southbound due to vehicles being
unable to negotiate the hill from Route 95 to
Route 138 and traffic eventually came to a stand-
still and an estimated 3,000 vehicles were stranded,
and during the height of the storm motorists were
being evacuated and taken to shelters in the area.
The roads were closed and a traffic ban imposed by
the Governor. Removal of vehicles was accomplished
by National Guard, Department of Public Works,
private contractors and towing firms and 30 State
Police Officers per uay were utilized. The travel
ban was lifted on Saturday, February 11th, and by
Monday all areas resumed normal.
(5) MCI Norfolk disturbance on February 15, 1978
required mobilization of 50 men.
(6) Schaefer Stadium Detail for 8 home games
Fall/Winter 1978 - 30 men
(7) Salisbury Beach Detail required detaching 1 NCO
and 7 Troopers for a period of eight (8) weeks.
(8) Assist at MCI Walpole re disturbance and arrests
in June 1978.
(9) Demonstration re protest of nuclear power plant
at Seabrook, N.H. required 24 officers to standby
at Newburyport Armory from June 23 - 26, 1978
with officers from Connecticut and Vermont.
(10) Route 1 Peaoody Liquor Enforcement Program -
Month of June - objective was to eliminate
the frequent violations that were connected
with the liquor establishments on Route 1
and required beefing up patrols in the A-7
area.
(11) Superior Court Justices Conference in
Boxboro from May 4-7, 1978 for which
a detail consisted of 1 NCO and 6 Troopers.
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Public Safety
Division of State Police
Troop "D" Headquarters
73 West Grove Street
Middleboro, Mass. 023^0
Captain George
Troop Commander
Headquarters Staff:
1 Captain
7 Lieutenants
7 Staff Sergeants
0 Sergeants
1 Corporal
1 Trooper - Troop Clerk
1 Trooper (Sick Leave)
1 Trooper K-9 Officer
4 Photo Lab Officers
5 Troopers - 55 Team
State Police Middleboro (DHB)
1 Staff Sergeant
1 Corporal
19 Troopers
State Police Norwell 'P-1)
1 Staff Sergeant
1 Sergeant
1 Corporal
18 Troopers
State Poling So. Yarmouth (D-2)
1 Staff Sergeant
1 Corporal
16 Troopers
State Police No. Dartmouth (D-3)
1 Staff Sergeant
2 Sergeants
0 Corporals
19 Troopers
Q+o-ho Police Oak Bluffs (D-5)
July 1, 1977 — June 30,
197H
Troop "L>" Consists of Seven (7)
Substations
A. Kimball, Jr
Stat e Poljce Nantucket (D-6)
1 Sergeant
1 Trooper
State Police Bourn e (D-7)
1 Staff Sergeant
0 Sergeants
1 Corporal
18 Troopers
Total Complement of Troop «D«-13!
Total Non-Enforcement Personnel-
3 Clerks
3 Radio Technicians
7 Mechanics
5 State Police Dispatchers
6 Maintenance Personnel
1 Caroenter
1 Uniform Repairman
3 Troopers
Statement of Purpose
Troop "D" encompasses and provides law enforcement for seventy-eight (78)
cities and towns in southeastern section of Massachusetts.
Maintains patrol coverage on all major highways from the heavy congested
commutor traffic with its problems in metropolitan Boston area to the tip
of Cape Cod and Islands with alien problems.
Breakdown of Services
During Civil Disturbances, under the command for the Governor of the
Commonwealth, have been instructed to go into cities and towns to provide
police protection. In conjunction with local police departments.
Provided officers for enforcement of court ordered desegregation
in South Boston up to November 1977.
Assist police departments in local civil disturbances.
Assist Department of Natural Resources - patrol coverage of state parks,
reserves, beaches and rest areas.
Provide assistance to the U. S. Federal Government on Federal reservations -
Otis Air Force Base, Bourne; Cape Cod Canal area.
Serving as a standby force in maintaining order for all State correctional
institutions in the Troop area. Searches for escapees, maintaining riot
control for internal difficulties experienced. MCI Bridgewater, Houses
of Correstion for New Bedford, Plymouth, Barnstable. Forestry Camp Carver.
Provide assistance and protection to private industry through local police
re labor disputes, disasters, civil actions, etc.
Pilgrim Nuclear Plant, Plymouth - Planned and directed an 80
man force with reinforcements. Anticipated a possible 5,000
demonstrators attached to the "Clamshell Alliance" August 1977
and August 1978.
Provide emergency assistance to the public re domestic situations, location
of missing persons, escorts.
Search for missing female in Rochester, Mass. took 49 men
278 man hours.
Provide expert ballistics and photography/ fingerprinting service to local
police by the Photo Lab, State Police Middleboro and Bureaus and Sections
of this Department in drug and gaming raids.
Provide emergency blood runs from hospitals to hospitals resulting in
saving of life due to quick response by State Police.
First at scene to render investigative services in aircraft accidents
fatalities, proper notification, etc.
Breakdown of Services Continued
Assistance rendered to local police re accidents, chases, investigations
searches etc.
Fiscal Year 578 men 1860 hours
Providing first aid services, emergency alerts in event of natural disasters
in conjunction with local units
Blizzard of 1978
Provide assistance to Fire Departments when requested in maintaining
traffic control, emergency runs, etc.
Provide security coverage for all waterways in troop area in conjunction
with the U. S. Coast Guard.
Provide assistance to the Federal Law Enforcement Agencies FBI ATF
Narcotic smuggling, Marthas Vineyard, Nantucket and mainland.
Provide excort services for dignitaries, United STates and foreign who
may travel through the Troop area.
Secretary of State - Cyrus Vance
Provide details and security for:
Funerals of deceased members of State Police and Commonwealth.
Special Detail - Superior Court Educational Conference, Edgartown
Oct. 1977 provide full protection and assistance for 55 Justices
and wives, 12 civilian connected with courts, Attorney General
Bellotti, District Attorney Delahunt. 6 Officers 50 hours
Provided public relations to communities - speaking assignments for various
social clubs, youth groups, schools in relation to the function and future
of the Mass. State Police and effect on the community.
Responding to bank alarms set at Troop MD" Headquarters
Use of Canine (K-9) with Trooper trainer - Services for searches, escapees
from institutions, apprehension of wanted felons.
Use of the State Police helicopter in the Troop area working in conjunction
with local police departments for location of drowning victims, suicides,
criminals, etc.
Officers provide own prosecution in courts re their cases.
Provide first on the scene assistance re bo»D threats, explosions - buildings
depots - organizing, transporting, etc. Qualified bomb technician in Troop "D"
Provide breathalyzer services to local police departments and for own use.
Certified operators.
17
Activities
Fiscal Year 1977-78
Arrests 1295
Complaints Investigated 651
Assistance Rendered 241
Traffic Accidents 1805
Aircraft Accidents 9
Stolen Cars Recovered 246
Value of Property Recovered $595,998.75
Lost & Found Property Recovered $ 1,703.15
Bank. Inspections 417
Incapacitated Persons 159
Moving Violations 32214
Call Box Responses 3357
Provide assistance to the U. S. Marshal's Office - use of facilities
Extensive recovery of stolen property - Coin collection value at $36,000
UPS Truck Gold Jewelry - $50,000
Troop activity has taken a significant rise over the previous fiscal year
even tho morale of the officers is at a low. This has been due to contract
difficulties between the Association and the Commonwealth.
Sagamore Rotary Patrol - From May 30 thru Oct. 1st - A large detail of
State Police officers completely saturate the Buzzards Bay area for this
duration to help alleviate the heavy traffic congestion on and off Cape
Cod during the summer weekends.

Highlights
Blizzard of 1978
The storm commenced Feb. 6, 1978 and continued through Feb. 10, 1978. The
storm was of major proportions, extremely high winds and heavy snowfall.
Visibility was nil in ..areas. On Feb. 6, 1978 at 10:00 P.M., Route 24
was impassable from Route 123, Brockton to Route 128. This was due to
abandoned cars, trucks and plows that were unable to get through. Drifts
were from 8 to 12 feet high. From the outset, all Troop "D" personnel were
given the task to remove abandoned vehicles. When wreckers could no longer
operate, officers began rescuing stranded motorists.
At 4:00 A.M., Tuesday, Feb. 7, 1978, Route 24 was impassable north and
southbound from Route 106 in West Bridgewater to Route 128, which also was
impassable from Route 138 to the Southeast Expressway. ON all other major
routes in Troop "D", at least one lane was kept open allowing for emergency
vehicles to operate.
During the early hours of Tuesday, Feb. 7, 1978, various CB groups were
contacted and those with four wheel drive vehicles rendered assistance in
rescuing stranded motorists. Assistance was offered by local police in
the area, volunteers with snowmobiles, etc. in checking abandoned vehicles.
Stranded motorists were safely removed to temporary shelters provided for
by various agencies, including DHB where at one point 40 National Guardsmen
were given shelter when they were temporarily stranded while enroute to
Rwvere.
Snow continued to fall on Tuesday, Feb. 7, 1978 and Route 24 remained closed
from Route 106. By early evening, a National Guard bulldozer was obtained
and together with a front end loader, a DPW snow thrower and six private
10 wheel snow plows proceeded north on Route 24. At the same time a convoy
of plows started south from Route 123 in an attempt to link up. After approx-
imately five hours, both units had managed to open one lane between Routes
106 and 123, a distance of three miles. At approximately 12 Midnight the
National Guard recalled its bulldozer and the operation had to be suspended
until another bulldozer could be obtained. By 3:00 A.M. the DPW Had located
a private contractor with a bulldozer and the push for Route 128 was resumed.
By 6:00 A.M. this unit managed to reach Route 27, a distance of two miles.
From Route 27 on, progress became easier and at 8:00 A.M., one lane had been
opened to Route 128. This unit continued south on Route 128 to Route 3 7
and it was not until Thursday that their attention could be directed towards
opening the southbound lane of Route 24.
Throughout the storm, officers from State Police Norwell attempted to keep
the number of abandoned vehicles at a minimum. Several confrontations took
place between two truck operators and motorists who were advised they could
not have their car until the tow bill was paid. Presence of the State Police
on a 24 hour basis was necessary, whose function was to keep accurate records
of the cars towed and to properly identify the owners.
It was necessary to assign Troop "D" and BIS personnel to the towns of
Marshfield and Holbrook to assist the local authorities with vehicle and
pedestrian control and prevent looting.
Throughout the duration of the storm in Troop "D", a total of 1009 persons
were assisted and 1043 vehicles were towed from the highways.
?0
EASTERN FIELD OPERATIONS
Troop "F", Logan International Airport, East Boston, Mass. 02128
Commanded by: Captain Michael J. Noone, #501
STAFF:
1 Captain
3 Lieutenants
6 Staff Sergeants
3 Sergeants
5 Corporals
43 Troopers
TOTAL COMPLEMENT: 61
42 Officers assigned line functions
5 Officers assigned executive and administrative duties
3 Plainclothes officers
3 Officers assigned to docks and bridge
4 K-9 officers
1 Court officer
1 Hackney officer
1 Garage officer
1 Officer assigned to ramps.
Included in the above are 7 SCUBA divers, 1 member of the Massachusetts
State Police S. T. O. P. team, 1 K-9 officer with explosive detection dog who is
training two troopers and dogs for explosive detection, 1 K-9 officer with drug
detection dog and 4 troopers trained as explosive technicians.
3/
The Massachusetts State PoLice officers assigned to Troop "F"
have the responsibility for the overall policing of Logan International
Airport, all Massport waterfront properties including Castle Island,
the Fish Pier, Boston Army Base, Moran Terminal, Hoosac and Mystic
Piers, East Boston Piers as well as the Tobin Bridge, Hanscom Field
and all adjoining properties owned or controlled by the Massachusetts
Port Authority. Officers assigned to Troop "F" must also enforce all
Federal and State laws in addition to the Rules and Regulations of the
Massachusetts Port Authority and coordinate our activities with the
various Federal agencies that have an interest in the Port Authority
operation. The State Police also provide the law enforcement officer
requirement mandated by the Federal Aviation Administration to be
present at each passenger screening location at the airport.
Included in the attached pertinent statistics were the following
for fiscal year 1978:
9 persons arrested at screening posts for possession of
dangerous weapons (11 weapons confiscated).
15 persons arrested for "Receiving Stolen Property".
2 separate persons arrested for armed robbery at Logan.
24 individual drug related arrests from Possession with Intent
to Sell Heroin and Cocaine to Possession with Intent to Sell
Marijuana.
2 separate arrests for interfering with flight crew.
2 separate arrests for bomb threats.
36 arrests for Larceny over $100.00.
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BUREAU OF WESTERN FIELD SERVICES
1010 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
(617) 566-4500
COMMANDED BY
MAJOR RICHARD N. LOYND
PERSONNEL
Troop "B" 115
Troop M C" 133
Troop "E" 79
Total 327
The Bureau of Western Fiels Services is responsible for patro
and criminal investigation in the Central and Western portions of
Massachusetts and on the Massachusetts Turnpike. The Interstate
Highways covered in this area are Routes 495 , 290 , 91 , 291 , and 391.
The Motorist Aid System adds to the responses and services
required of the State Police.
Arrests 3642
Accidents 3646
Complaints Investigated 2641
Assists to Motorists 9371
34
HEADQUARTERS, TROOP "B"
555 North King Street
NORTHAMPTON
, MASSACHUSETTS
01060
(413) 584-3205
CAPTAIN LEONARD F. VON FLATERN
TROOP COMMANDER
PERSONNEL
1 Captain
4 Lieutenants
7 Staff Sergeants
3 Sergeants
8 Corporals
92 Troopers
115 Total Uniformed Personnel
Officers provide highway patrol and law enforcement functions in the
four Western Massachusetts counties of Franklin, Hampshire, Berkshire and
Hampden. Assistance is given to all local departments, and all police
services are provided to those towns without organized departments.
Officers from Troop "B" provided aid during the blizzard of February
1978.
Officers from Troop "B" were involved in stand-by and other operations
concerning a large "Rock Concert" at Northampton in August 1977.
Officers from Troop "B" were also involved in stand-by and other
operations when students occupied the Whitmore \dministration Building
at the University of Massachusetts in April 1978.
3>
TROOP "B"
AGGREGATE ACTIVITY REPORT
Fiscal Year July 1, 1977 - June 30, 1978
Arrests
Complaints
Assistance Rendered
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Aircraft Accidents
Stolen MV Recovered
Stolen Property Recovered
Lost & Found Property Recovered
Bank Inspections
Incapacitated Persons
Assists to Motorists
Equipment Violations
Call Box Responses
Misc. man hours
1,707
1,937
176
1,351
3
135
2,107
180
9,004
8,615
4,184
193,801
$343,287.00
6, 596.00
Moving Violations*
Arrests
Summons
Warnings
27,783
508
9,193
18,082
*Does not include activity reported by the "55" Team
/
3£
To:
From:
Subject:
1.
07-01-77
Headquarters
,
Troop C
State Police, Holden
July 7, 1978
Colonel Frank J. Trabucco, Deputy Superintendent
Lt. Colonel James T. Canty, Office of Field Operations ^Major Richard N. Loynd, Bureau of Western Field Operations'/"
Captain Raymond G. Ethier, Commanding Troop C
Activity Report for 07-01-77 through 06-30-78
The following is a report of the troop activity for
through 06-30-78.
A. Arrests
B. Complaints Investigated
C. Assistance Rendered
D. Traffic Accidents Investigated
E. Aircraft Accidents Investigated
F. Stolen Motor Vehicles Recovered
G. Stolen Property
-Recovered
H. Lost, Found, Abandoned Property
I. Bank Inspections
J. Incapacitated Persons Encountered
K. Citations Issued for Moving Violations
L. Motorists Aid Call Box Responses
1671
564
151
931
5
117
$182,605.00
$5856.75
2282
167
40,824
3304
RGE : cj
1/ KAaMOND q< ethier
Oiptain, Mass. State Police
Commanding Troop C
2 7
HEADQUARTERS, TROOP "C"
Main Street
Holden, Massachusetts
01520
(617) 829-5336
CAPTAIN RAYMOND G. ETHIER
TROOP COMMANDER
Personnel
1 Captain
6 Lieutenants
7 Staff Sergeants
6 Sergeants
8 Corporals
105 Troopers
133 Total Uniformed Personnel
Officers provide highway patrol and law enforcement
duties in and about Worcester County,
Activities
Arrests 1,671
Summonses 17, #54
Warnings 20,611
Total Moving Violations 40,824
Complaints Investigated 564
The highlight of the year was the outstanding effort
displayed by the officers of Troop "C" during the record-breaking
snow storm of 1978. Many man hours were expended during the
three-day cleanup.
1*
MASSACHUSETTS STATE POLICE
HEADQUARTERS TROOP E
WESTON, MASS.
L. Commanded by Captain John J. Cronin
2. Assigned Personnel: Captain 1
Lieutenants U
S 'Sergeant s 5
Serjeants k
Corporals 12
Troopers 53
Total Uniformed officers
~7V
3. The primary function of Troop E Personnel is to
provide Police Traffic Services to patrons who travel
the Massachusetts Turnpike. Police Traffic Services
is in fact concerned with monitoring, supervising and
regulating the "Highway Transportation System" which
includes but is not limited to:
a) Accident Management
b) Traffic Law Enforcement
cj Traffic Direction and Control
dj Preparation and Presentation of Courtroom Evidence
e) Service for Motorists
k. Pertinent Statistics - Refer to SP 208 (Attached)
5. State Police Personnel assigned to the Mass. Turnpike
provide exclusive police services for motorists from the
New York State line to the Southeast Expressway in Boston
and the Callahan and Sumner Tunnels.
SP-208
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Office of Staff Operations
1010 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
(617) 566-4500
Commanded by
Lieut. Colonel Robert R. Wills
The Office of Staff Operations includes the
Bureau of Administrative Services and the Bureau
of Technical Services, and is responsible for all
staff operational services under his command;
planning, directing and coordinating the activities
of all personnel under his command concerning ad-
ministrative, technical and crime laboratory
matters
.
The operations Officer acts as principal
liaison between his Office and all other agencies
and offices, both within and without the State
Police
.
Bureau of Administrative Services
1010 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
(617) 566-4500
Commanded by
Major John F. Kennedy
The Bureau of Administrative Services
The Fiscal and Supply Sections work closely with one another
to provide the necessary equipment and supplies for the entire
Division of State Police and to provide proper maintenance for
buildings under the control of the Division. The Fiscal Section
is also responsible for making up the Division of State Police
Budget and seeing that it is implemented in the proper manner.
The Fiscal Section initiated a special section on a trial bases
to Administer Fleet Operations and it has proven to be a more
efficient method then used in the past. We anticipate making a
permanent "Fleet Section" within the Bureau in Fiscal 1978.
The Personnel Section keeps and maintains personnel records
for members of the Division of State Police. It plans and ad-
ministers recruit and promotional examinations for the Uniformed
members of the State Police. The Blood program and pay incentive
procedures along with numerous correspondence from other sources
are handled by this Section.
The Training Section is responsible for recruit and In-
service training for the Division of State Police. It develops
and implements training programs for Municipal Police Officers
Recruit Training, Registry of Motor Vehicle Enforcement Officers,
Campus Police and a host of other specialized training for State
and Local Law Enforcement Agencies.
PERGONNKL SECTION
450 WORCESTER ROAD
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 01701
(617) S79-5051
COMMANDED BY
CAPTAIN ANTHONY A. LOPEZ, JR.
PERSONNEL
1
1
1
2
1
Captain
Staff Sergeant
Sergeant
Troopers
Clerk Typist
The Personnel Section is responsible for maintaining
individual personnel folders of all past and current members of
the Division (1921 - present), keeping same current and orderly.
Division strength is updated constantly assisted by a color
coded display board to determine rank, assignment, and personnel
count. The dissemination of information, and correspondence
related to the Recruiting Unit; the establishment of criteria,
and the testing of applicants; the maintenance of State Police
Blood Program requiring the distribution of materials and
information, liaison with American Red Cross, and processing
requests for replacement of blood and donations; all promotional
examinations held for the uniformed members; screening and
maintaining all Performance Evaluation records for all uniformed
members; correspondence and telephone inquiries regarding employ-
ment and credit checks; seek posible employment opportunities for
retiring or retired members of the Division through the Job
Bank Program; lecture and speaking assignments at high schools,
colleges and police academies; administer the Career Pay Incentive
Program; setting up a system and microfilming all past and current
members personnel folders. The Commanding Officer of the Section
is responsible for furnishing certified copies of the Personnel
files for use by Trial Boards and furnished the Deputy Superin-
tendent periodically with lists of commissioned officers to
serve as members of Trial Boards, Appeal Boards, Oral Boards
and assignment of Staff Duty Officers.
The Personnel Section has during the Fiscal Year
July 1, 1977 through June 30, 197$, accomplished the following:
A. General Correspondence 2 ,300
B. Recruit Information/Brochures
(walk-in, telephone and mail)
22 ,000
C. General filing into personnel folders l£ ,000
D. Posting of Special Orders 500
E. Screened Performance Evaluation Forms 2 ,900
F. Job Bulletins 11
a. Surveys Answered 10
H. Credit employment and verification H5
I. Blood Program form letters 75
J. Blood Program location announcements 273
K. Pints donated to Blood Program 233
L • Pints of blood replaced for members 29
M. Purging of all past and current members
personnel folders (incomplete)
654
During August, 1977, this Section began preparing for
a recruit class to enter the State Police Academy in Framingham
sometime in early 1973. The Recruiting Unit conducted three (3)
recruit written and agility tests (November 1977, January and
February 1973). Between August, 1977, and February, 1973, the
Unit contacted via mail, personal interviews, and telephone
691 individuals. This necessitated the scheduling of 13 days
for physical examinations, and 10 days for oral interviews.
The 60th Recruit Training Troop began classes on February 16, 1973.
During "The Blizzard of , 7$H
,
February 6 through 10, 1973,
the Civil Defense Liaison Unit was activated and performed for
5 days on a 24 hour per day basis. The Unit received and
disseminated information on major bottlenecks, assistance to
persons who had emergency functions to perform, assistance to
U.S. Army National Gurard personnel in clearing highways of stranded
vehicles, coordinated emergency evacuation of persons from homes
and vehicles and other functions too numerous to mention.
The foregoing paragraphs spell out the work accomplished
by this Section during Fiscal 77-7o. This information does not
indicate the man hours required to search both past and current
members personnel folders nor the number of request for checks
of certain Information for Troops, Sub—stations, Section or
Units with the Division, nor the man hours required to conduct all
phases of the recruit process v/hich was completed entirely by
this Section.
MASSACHUSETTS STATE POLICE
ACADEMY
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
COMMANDED BY:
Captain George R. Dolan
ASSIGNED PERSONNEL:
35 (16 Uniformed)
(19 Civilian)
FUNCTION:
Primary responsibility for developing and implementing training programs for
the following:
a. State Police Recruit Classes d. Campus Police Classes
b. State Police In-Service Training e. Other concerned agencies
c. Municipal Police Officers Classes
PERTINENT STATISTICS:
See Attached Sheets
PERTINENT INFORMATION:
See Attached Sheets
Recruit Training Troop Classes conducted as Listed bel
DATE
02-20-78 thru 07-U7-7«
CLASSES PERSONNEL
60th R.T.T. 8A officers
Municipal Police Officers Classes conducted as listed below:
09-06-77 thru 12-02-77 67th M.P.O.C. 38 Officers
State Police In-Service Training Classes conducted as listed below:
33 Officers
36 Officers
33 Officers
30 Officers
35 Officers
34 Officers
31 Officers
41 Officers
41 Officers
40 Officers
43 Officers
40 Officers
25 Officers
38 Officers
40 Officers
42 Officers
49 Officers
In-Service Supervisor Training Classes conducted as listed below:
09--12--77 thru 09 -15--77 In-Service
09--19--77 thru 09 -22--77 In-Service
09--26-
-7 7 thru 09--29--77 In-Service
10--03-•77 thru 10--06--77 In-Service
10--17-•77 Lhru lO--20--77 In-Service
10--31-•77 thru ll--04--77 In-Service
11--07- 77 thru 11--10-•77 In-Service
n--14- 77 thru 11--17-•77 In-Service
li-•28- 77 thru 12--01- 77 In-Service
12-•05- 77 thru 12--08- 77 In-Service
12- 12- 77 thru 12--15- 77 In-Service
12- 19- 77 thru 12--22- 77 In-Service
12- 27- 77 thru 12-•30- 77 In-Service
01- 03- 78 thru 01-•06- 78 In-Service
01- 09- 78 thru 01- 12- 78 In-Service
01- 17- 78 thru 01- 20- 78 In-Service
01- 23- 78 thru 01- 26- 78
• In-Service
06-20-77 thru 07-15-77
09-12-77 thru 11-07-77
11-14-77 thru 01-23-78
05-01-78 thru 06-19-78
Supervisor Training
Supervisor Training
Supervisor Training
Supervisor Training
12 Officers
12 Officers
13 Officers
12 Officers
In-Service Training Classes conducted as listed below:
08-22-77 thru 08-26-77
09-08-77
Breathalizer
CPR Instructors Course
State Police Crime Scene Program conducted as listed below:
07 -05--77 thru 07 -15--77
07 -25--77 thru 07 -29--77
08 -08--77 thru 08 -12--77
08 -22--77 thru 08 -26--77
06 -29--77 thru 08 -31--77
09 -06--77 thru 09--16-•77
09--19-•77 thru 09--23-•77
09--28-•77 thru 09--29- 77
10--03- 77 thru 10--14- 77
10--17- 77 thru 10--21- 77
10-•31- 77 thru 11--04- 77
11--07- 77 thru 11--08- 77
11--14- 77 thru 11--18- 77
11-•28- 77 thru 12-•02- 77
Crime Scene Search
Photo
Arson
Bomb School
Bomb Technology
M.I.C.
Advance Latent Print
Photographic Theory
Crime Scene Search
Photography School
Arson School
Crime Scene Search
Fingerprint Classification
Basic Photography School
1?
23 Officers
28 Officers
14 Officers
35 Officers
63 Officers
14 Officers
33 Officers
17 Officers
31 Officers
37 Officers
14 Officers
32 Officers
9 Officers
22 Officers
18 Officers
State Police Crime Scene Program Cont.
DATE MEETING PERSONNEL
1 0
-05- 77 i hru i 10- 7 7 Crime Scene Search 25 Officers
(Jl -09- 78 thru A 1 _ 1 J— 7ft Adv. Photography School iy 0 f r leer
s
Ul -23- 78 t nr u Ul- 7 7_•i. / — 7ft Basic Photography School i alb Officers
n iU j -06- 78 tnru U J 1 D—iu- 7ft/ o Arson Jtiiuoi "tA ui i icers
U J-20-78 tnru Uj* 9 A- 7ft/ O Basic rnotograpny scnooi 1 j uf ncers
-03- 78 tn ru OA _ 07- 7S/ o \ 1 u 'i n /** a ,H D V*i f* /*\ /*» w «*i t*\ n *i » W y*i r-> a . 1Auvanceu rnotograpny scnooi 1 Q17 uxneers
HA
-10- 78 tnru 9
1
Zl— 7ft n . 1 . l . scnooi "to or fleers
Uj -02- 78 thru uj-Uj- 7 ft r.D.i. LLir oomD ocnool *o ut f icers
05 -03- 78 thru 05- 78 NlVnn Phnfnoranhv TH^nrvii -l l l i uu LUKi uu y i Lieu i y Jl ("if f ^ r »» r a
05 -08- 78 thru 05- 19- 78 Crime Scene Search School 31 Officers
06 -05- 78 thru 06-09- 78 M.S. P. 60th Recruit Training 41 Officers
06 -05- 78 thru 06- 09- 78 White Collar Crime 19 Officers
Ob -12- 78 thru 06-•16- 78 Arson School 26 Officers
06 -19- 78 thru 06- 23- 78 Photography 10 Officers
The Following is a list of Special Details assigned to the Academy Staff:
08-04-77
08-09-77
08-10-77
08-12-77
08-15-77 thru 08-17-77
08-17-77 thru 08-19-77
11-14-77 thru 11-18-77
11- 21-77 thru 11-23-77
12- 21-77
01-21-78
01-09-78 thru 01-12-78
Fall River Academy
Accident Investigation
Fall River Academy
Accident Investigation
U/Mass. Boston
Lecture Riot Control
Stress Seminar-MCJTC
F.B.I. Academy
Training Seminar
U/Mass. Boston
Riot Control
Pine Manor Crime Seminar
Lemual Shattuck. Hospital
Recruit Physicals
Fall River Academy
Accident Investigation
CPR Braintree
Photo School - C.S.S.
Tpr. Donovan
Tpr. Donovan
Tprs. Redfearn
Donovan
Cpl. McNulty
Tpr. Ardita
Capt. Kennedy
Tprs. Redfearn
Donovan
Capt. Kennedy
Tpr. Venezia
Tpr. Ardita
Tpr. Donovan
Tpr. Ardita
Cpl. McNulty
01-04-78 NESPAC - N.H. Capt. Kennedy
S/Sgt. Martin
Tpr. Cucinelli
04-04-78 Training Council
Pine Manor
Capt. Kennedy
Special Details Cent.
date mi:l:tinc; personnel
04- 10-78 Stress Seminar Cpl. McUulty
05- 15-78 thru 05-19-78 Firearms Instruction School Tpr. Cucinelli
Wakefield
05-15-58 thru 05-19-78 Firearms Instruction School Tpr. Woodson
Wakefield
05-22-78 Fall River Academy Tpr. Donovan
05- 24-78 Fall River Academy Tpr. Donovan
06- 13-78 thru 06-14-78 Chemical Investigation Tpr. Nulty
Seminar-Vermont
06-12-78 thru 06-22-78 Aquatic School - Lenox Tpr. DiFava
06-28-78 Vermont S.P. Academy Capt. Kennedy
Ob-28-78 Vermont S.P. Academy Cpl. McNulty
The following is a list of meeting, classes and seminars held at the Academy:
DATE MEETING
July 12, 1977 Sergeant's Appeal Board
July 18 thru 22, 1977 Lieutenant's Oral Board
July 18 thru 22, 1977 Probation Meeting
July 27, 1977 Troop Commander's Meeting
July 29, 1977 Probation Meeting
August 3, 19 77 Probation Meeting
August 5, 1977 Exam Review Lieutenant's
August 13, 1977 Lieutenant's Exam
August 16, 1977 Drill Team
August 18, 1977 Tour Haverhill Youth Program
August 22 thru 24, 1977 Lieutenant's Exam Review
August 30, 19 77 55 Team
September 1, 19 77 Lieutenant's Exam Review
September 7, 1977 Troop, Bureau, Commanders Meeting
September 7, 1977 Troop CO Meeting
DATE MEETTNfi
September 8 & 9, 1977 Lieutenant's Appeal Board
September 13, 1977 S t op Te am
September 16, 1977 New England Narcotic Association
September 28, 1977 Probation Meeting
September 29, 1977 55 Team
October 5, 1977 Probation Meeting
October 5, 1977 Command Personnel Meeting (Film)
October 13, 1977 BIS
October 18, 197 7 Inter Agency Meeting
October 26, 1977 Probation
October 26, 1977 Building Inspectors
October 27, 1977 Troop Clerk & Fiscal Officers Meeting
November 2, 1977 Probation
November 3, 1977 Police Training Officers Counsil
November 5, 1977 Recruit Exam
November 9, 1977 County Corrections Officers
November 9, 1977 Tour Bird School Walpole
November 15, 1977 SP Association General Meeting
November 16, 1977 Tour St. Marks School
November 17, 1977 Tour Billerica High School
November 22, 1977 55 Team
November 23, 1977 Probation
November 23, 1977 Tour Worcester Public School
November 28, 1977 Troop Commander's Meeting
November 30, 1977 NESPAC Meeting
November 30, 1977 Probation
December 5, 1977 Training Officers Accociation
December 12, 1977 NESPAC Meeting
December 12, 1977 DPW
DATE
December 13, 1977
December 13, 1977
December 14, 1977
December 14, 1977
December 15, 1977
December 15, 1977
December 19, 1977
December 21, 1977
January 4, 1978
January 4, 1978
January 9, 1978
January 11, 1978
January 13, 1978
January 17 & 18, 1978
January 23 thru 25, 1978
January 24, 1978
January 30 thru February 9, 1978
February 8, 1978
February 8 & 9, 1978
February 14 thru 16, 1978
March 1, 1978
March 13, 1978
March 15, 1978
March 16, 1978
March 27 & 28, 1978
March 28, 1978
March 29, 1978
April 6, 1978
April 11, 1973 ^
0 /
MEET I NG
State Fire Marshall Meeting
Red Cross Chapter Meeting
State Police Association
Tour Walpole
Worcester Public School - Tour
Tour Silverlake Regional High
DPW
Court Marshall
NESPAV Drug Meeting
NESPAC Administrater Meeting
DPW Diving Training
Troop Commanders Meeting
Fire Marshal's Office
DPW CPR Instruction Course
Recruit Oral Boards
Association Meeting
AG Drug Seminar
NESPAC Commanders Meeting
Probations
Oral Boards
Troop Commanders Meeting
55 Team
NESPAC
Drill Team
Radio Men
55 Team
Trooper Coach Meeting
Major Crime Meeting
Cruiser Appraisal
DATE
April 12, 1978
April 21, 1978
April 24, 1978
April 24 thru 26, 1978
April 27, 1978
May 4, 1978
May 4, 1978
May 9, 1973
May 11, 1978
May 11 & 12, 1978
May 15, 1978
May 16, 1978
May 24, 1978
May 30, 1978
May 31, 1978
June 1 & 2, 1978
June 9, 1978
June 12, 1978
June 12, 1978
June 14, 1978
June 20, 1978
June 27, 1978
June 27, 1978
MEETING
Troop Commanders Meeting
Stress Meeting
NESPAC Meeting
DPW
55 Team
Troop, Station, Unit & Section Meeting
Building Inspectors
Hospital Police Meeting
Training Officers Meeting
Trial Board
DPW
Traffic Inter Agency Meeting
Troop Commanders Meeting
55 Team
Strike Force
Court Martial
Court Martial
DPW
Trooper Coach
Troop CO Meeting
Inter Agency Meeting
55 Team
Court Martial
FISCAL SECTION
1010 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
STAFF
Authori zed Actual
1 - Commissioned Officer (Cpt or Lt) 1 - S/Sgt (Temporary)
1 - Senior NCO (S/Sgt or Sgt) 1 - Cpl (Temporary)
3 - Junior NCOs (Cpls) 2 - Tprs (1 Vacancy)
1 - Principal Clerk (G-9) - (Vacancy)
2 - Sr Bookkeepers (G-7) 2 - Sr Bookkeepers (Temp)
1 - Sr Clk Typist (G-6) - (Vacancy)
The Fiscal Section prepares, presents, and executes all
budgets and appropriations for the Division of State Police as
prescribed by statute and under the direction of the Secretary
of Administration and Finance and the State Auditor. The Sec-
tion consists of three distinct Units: Accounts, Buildings and
Maintenance, and Fleet; each of which has a responsible NCO, or
one acting in that capacity, in-charge.
The Accounts Unit is responsible for establishing and
maintaining all accounting and records systems within the
Division of State Police; and coordinating such operations with
the Budget Bureau and the Comptroller's Division of Administra-
tion and Finance, as well as the State Treasurer.
The following is a recapitulation of the Appropriation
for the Division of State Police for Fiscal Year 1978 as of the
closing of the books, June 30, 1977. Due to statutory accounting
procedures, the figures may be subject to slight changes upon
completion of the "Accounts Payable" period.
Sub Account Appropriation Expenses Reversion
-01 Salaries 15,107,034. 15,103,966. 3,068.
-02 Temp Salaries & Overtime 1,919,966. 1,919,486. 480.
-03 Services - Non Employees 32, 000. 31,942. 58.
-04 Food 75,000. 74,989. Ill
-05 Uniforms 189,000. 188,993. 7.
-06 Household 23,000. 22,938. 62.
-07 Medical 41,500. 41,494. 6.
-08 Heat/Lights 210, 000. 209,999. i.
-09 Farm & Grounds 3, 000. 2,998. 2.
-10 Gasoline/Travel 934, 000. 933,413. 587.
-11 Printing 2,500. 2,499. 1.
-12 Repairs & Alterations 377,000. 376,979. 21.
-13 Special Supplies 70, 000. 69,821. 179.
-14 Telephone & Postage 505, 000. 499,999. 5,001.;
-15 Equipment 1,077,500. 1,077,491. 9.
-16 Rentals 501, 500. 499,017. 2,483 v
TOTALS $'21, 068,000. $21,056,024. $11,976.
In addition, the Accounts Unit raised Division Revenues
collected from $98,697.96 in FY 1 77 to $129,284. in FY '78, or
an increase of $30,587. (24%).
The Buildings and Maintenance Unit began a Five Year
Capital Outlay Program with a new Fleet Maintenance Garage Facility
in Holden; which is the first project of its kind in State Govern-
ment, and the first new State Police facility since 1971. In add-
ition to its regular preventive maintenance projects carried out
by the work force, major projects conducted by the unit during the
year were:
Project Cost
Air Conditioning & Drainage Work at the Academy $120,000.
Refurbishing of Fleet Maintenance Body Shop 13,600.
Reconditioning of Certain GHQ Offices 10,000.
Refurbishing of SP Sturbridge 2,500.
Refurbishing of SP Holden 3,000.
Refurbishing of SP Grafton 3,000.
Repair & Refraction of Boilers at Academy 4,700.
Repair Furnace at SP Topsfield 1,500.
Repair Furnace at SP Athol 1,000.
Repair Furnace and Replace Fuel Tank at SP Foxboro 2,000.
Si
Reguying GHQ Radio Tower 1,500.
Repair Gas Pumps at Lynnfield 1,000.
Repair Gas Pumps at Grafton 1,000.
Repair Roofs and Gutters at Andover 1,000.
Repair Bomb Damage at Oak Bluffs 2,100.
Replace Water Tank at Monson 500.
Replace Sewerage Lines and Catch Basins at Middleboro
& Resurface Parking Areas 9,200.
Refurbishing of Chem Lab 17,000.
The Fleet Unit maintained a Fleet of 918 vehicles of
all types at a cost of $207.72 per vehicle, or a total of
$190,685. This reflects a savings of $41,173. based on FY' 77
expenditures of $231,858. despite an increase in the size of
the Fleet and inflation factors in costs of parts. In fact,
testing, evaluation, maintenance, and general administration
of this Unit became so efficient and enlarged that a portion
of its duties and responsibilities were taken from the Fiscal
Section to create a newly-formed Fleet Administrative Section.
That Section, presently awaiting full recognition by
statutory changes in Division Rules and Regulations, was the
subject of feature articles in two different monthly issues of
Automotive News; as well as serving as the pilot project and
example for the Motor Vehicle Management Bureau of Administra-
tion and Finance.
Notable materiel and equipment purchased by the Section
during FY' 7 8 included; but was not limited to:
12 Various Undercover Narcotics Vehicles
1 Pursuit Driver Training Vehicle for Academy
2 Patrol/Transporter Vans
8 Diesel Service Vehicles
12 Exterior Roof Lite Bars and Warning Systems
5 Engine Analyzer Scopes
2 Large Volume Photocopy Machines
1 Ballistics Microscope
1 Ballistics Comparison Projector
1 Ballistics Stereo Zoom Microscope & Illuminator
1 Ballistics Fiber Optic Microscope
159 Replacement Patiol Cruisers (Marked & Unmarked) - State
Funds
50 Additional Patrol Cruisers - Federal Funds
0 Highway Safety Patrol Vans - Federal Funds
1 Vehicle Weight Enforcement Van - Federal Funds
2 io-Ton Ramp-type Retrieval Vehicles
12 Assault and Machineguns for STOP Team
21 Office Chairs
2 Transit Files
2 Office Tables
6 Electronic Office Calculators
7 Electronic Typewriters
18 Manual Typewriters
5 Typewriter Stands
SUPPLY SECTION
2,50 WORCESTER ROAD
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 01701
(617) 879-5051
COMMANDED BY
CAPTAIN HENRY C. SCOTT
PERSONNEL
1 - Captain 1 - Maintenance Supervisor
1 - Serge ant/Armorer 1 - Storekeeper
1 - Senior Storekeeper 2 - Laborers
1 - Senior Clerk Typist
The Supply Section has the responsibility for the
operation and maintenance of the Supply Depot, requisition
and issuance of uniforms and supplies to individuals and
various Troops and detachments of the State Police. Close
coordination and cooperation is retained with the Fiscal
Section.
All buildings and grounds of the Department are
maintained and supplied through the Supply Section. Also,
numerous motor vehicles, supplies, are received, dispersed,
and displaced through the Supply Section.
The Armory Section is located within the Supply
Structure and all weapons, special weapons and emergency
supplies are repaired, serviced and issued through the
Supply Section.
Inventory and record keeping are essential activities
performed with-in the Section.
Bureau of Technical Services
1010 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
(617 566-4500)
Major James E. Halloran , Jr.
Bureau Commander
1. The Bureau of Technical Services consists of the Catitiunications
Section, State Bureau of Identification, Firearms Identification (Ballistics)
,
Photography/Fingerprinting Section, Traffic Section, Crime Laboratory
Section, Uniform Crime Reporting Section, Firearms Records Section and
Civil Defense Section.
2. The Bureau Commander is responsible for the administration of
all Sections assigned to the Bureau and shall be accountable to the Staff
Operations officer. He shall plan, direct and ccodinate the scientific,
technical and supportive staff functions.
3. The aforementioned Sections and Units are strictly supportive units
for the members of the Massachusetts State Police (Uniformed and Investi-
gatory personnel) along with other state, municipal and federal agencies upon
request.
4. The ever rising crime rate, both violent and drug related crimes,
have increased the awareness of law enforcement investigators in this Common-
wealth, to the State Police scientific and technical capabilities along with
expert testimony necessary for conviction in the presentation of evidence.
Each year the work load and demand is also forever increasing. However,
only through the integrity, special training and the tireless efforts of
those personnel assigned, is the fight to combat crime in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts met.
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MASSACHUSETTS STATE POLICE
CO11MUNICATIONS SECTION
GENERAL HEADQUARTERS
BOSTON
LIEUTENANT GEORGE F. MALLETT
SECTION COMMANDER
STAFF SERGEANT BARRY W. JOHNSON
ASSISTANT COMMUNICATIONS OFFICERS
SERGEANT CHARLES P. MAHONEY
QUALITY CONTROL UNIT
SHIFT SUPERVISORS
SERGEANT PAUL V. CONWAY
SERGEANT WILLIAM L. DANIEL
SERGEANT THOMAS P. BUTLER
SERGEANT JOHN E. FLAHERTY
SERGEANT RICHARD C. MACDONALD
SERGEANT RONALD L. NOOHE
11 NON-SWORN DISPATCHERS
STATE POLICE COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
The Massachusetts State Police Communications Section is
the most important technical segment of the entire public
safety operation. It is a viable entity which allows a
highly decentralized body of personnel and equipment to
function in coordinated fashion over the length and breadth
of the Commonwealth
The Communications System is composed of two interrelated,
functional activities—the State Police radio network, and
the Law Enforcement Agencies Processing System (A Statewide
Police Information Computer and Teletype System).
The radio system is a multi-million dollar statewide opera-
tion comprised of 46 towers and repeater stations which con-
solodate the Law Enforcement efforts of 1600 mobile patrol
and detective units. Troopers on the road, patrolling alone,
or investigating serious crimes, are exposed to many dangers
in this permissive society within which we live. They are
often many miles from assistance when their life is imperiled
on dark, rural roads. Their only link with safety is the
radio at their immediate command. Without it, they are in a
vacuum, shut off from the outside world.
The LEAPS Teleprocessing System links Law Enforcement Agencies
in the Commonwealth to a high speed computerized network of
police information and comiaunicat ion. Currently , 1 96 loeal
and State Police agencies are provided with the capability of
instantaneous inquiry and response by high speed digital
equipment to a centralized computer located at State Police
Headquarters in Boston. Information on stolen vehicles and
registration plates, missing or wanted persons, lost or
stolen property, lost or stolen securities, stolen guns,
outstanding warrants, and other viable police information
is stored in the computerized system. The Network also pro-
vides participating agencies with the capability of informa-
tion input and direct inquiry to the National Crime Informa-
tion Center (HCIC) files in Washington, D.C.
She Communications Center is also the control terminal agency
for the National Law Enforcement Teleprocessing System (NLETS)
which links each of the continental states and the Distriet
of Columbia to a Nationwide Police Information computer system.
All messages entering and leaving Massachusetts are monitored
to conform to LEAPS and NLETS standards.
At the present time, nine sworn officers are assigned to the
Communications Section. Two men are assigned to administra-
tive duties; one man is assigned as a Coordinator for £he
LEAPS system, and six men are assigned as desk supervisors.
The Communications Section at GHQ Boston, coordinates the
operational effectiveness of field units and decentralized
barracks by providing primary informational resource data.
Field units obtain vital information concerning criminal
warrants, license and registration data, suspension and
revocation information and stolen vehicle and property data
in expedient fashion by telephone, radio, and computer ter-
minal inquiry.
Desk supervisors coordinate the operational activities of
all manual and computerized system on an around-the-clock
basis, ensure the security of the building after business
hours, provide information to the public and the media con-
cerning road and traffic hazards, and supervise the functions
of Communications Dispatchers under their command.
The Area coordinator for the LEAPS system provides initial
and continuous training to operators of participants in the
LEAPS system; continuously updating Leaps, NTZIC, NLETS, and
Drivers procedural changes and provides quarterly audits of
users entries. Furnisfaed by quality control unit.
r 2
NATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TELEPROCi^I.:G SYSTEM
The interstate system is a National System known as National
Law Enforcement Teleprocessing System (NLETS). All machines
on this systen operate at 1200 words per minute. Wd have direct
con.-.ect ions \ ia an automatic switching center in Phoenix,
Arizona, to every state except Hawaii. This system uses call
directing codes which direct the message to their destinations.
The system is "broken down into eight lines as follows:
LINE A
Connecticut, Hartford
Maine, Augusta
Massachusetts, Boston
New Hampshire, Concord
New York, Albany
Rhode Island, Providence
Vermont, Montpelier
Naval Investigative Services,
Alexandria, Va.
U.S. Dept. of State, Wash. D.C.
LINE C
Maryland, Pikesville
North Carolina, Raleigh
Ohio, Columbus
^outh Carolina, Colnmbia
Virginia, Richmond
Washington, D.C.
West Virginia, Charj eston
LINE E
Delaware, Dover
New Jersey, Trenton
New York City
Pennsylvania, Harrisburg
LINE D
Alabama, Montgomery
Arkansas, Little Rock
Florida, Tallahassee
Georgia, Atlanta
Louisiana, Baton Rouge
Mississippi, Jackson
Tennessee, Nashville
LINE E LINE F
Illinois, Springfield
Indiana, Indianapolis
Kentucky, Frankfort
Michigan, E. Lansing
Missouri, Jefferson City
V/isconsin, Madison
N.A.T. B.Chicago, Illinois
Iowa, Des Moines
Montana, Helena
Minnesota, St. Paul
Nebraska, Lincoln
North Dakota, Bismark
South Dakota, Pierre
Wyoming, Cheyenne
LINE G LINE H
Colorado, Denver
Kansas, Topeka
New Mexico, Santa Fe
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City
Texas, Austin
Utah, Salt Lake City
Alaska, Anchorage
Arizona, Phoenix
C alifornia, Sacramento
Idaho, Boise
Nevada, Carson City
Oregon, Salem
U.S. Custpms, San Diego Cal,
Washington, Olympia
Massachusetts STATE POLICE
SP Boston- General Headquarters
SP Concord - 'A* Hdqtrs SP Northampton - '3' Hdqtrs
SP Andover SP Lee
SP Topsfield SP Shelburne Palls
SP Framingham SP Honson
SP Foxboro SP Pittsfield
SP Lynnfield SP Russell
SP HOLDEN - 'C 1 Hdqtrs. SP Middleboro - »D' Hdqtrs
SP Athol SP Norwell
SP Grafton SP South Yarmouth
SP Brookf ield SP North Dartmouth
SP Leominster SP Bourne
SP Sturbridge
SP Weston- »E' Hdqtrs SP Logan Airport - 'F f Hdqt
Other Massachusetts an Federal Agencies and Depart
Metropolitan Dist. Commission
Mass. Registry of Motor Vehicles
Mass. State Bureau of Identification
Mass. Board of Probation
Mass. Dept. of Public Works
Firearms Records Section
Attorney General Office
Fededal Bureau of Investigation
Bureau of NarcoticsA Dangerous Drugs
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms
Internal Revenue Service
State Police Rhode Island
With the end of the fiscal year June 30, 1978 the LJiAl'S computer
system contained the following:
Stolen Vehicles 57373
Stolen Plates 14742
Wanted Autos 20
Boats- Skimobiles 297
hisdemeanor Warrants 26638
Felony Warrants 8486
Missing Persons 3691
Stolen Firearms 6282
Stolen Securities 993
Stolen Articles 18947
Durning the year many inquiries are generated for a check
into the LEAPS computer storage resulting in numerous
"hits" and apprehensions. The files are constantly searched
in typing together the vast "bulk of information passing
over the network, ultimately assisting each LEAPS user.
cr
ANNUAL REPORT - FISCAL VEAR 1977-1975
MASSACHUSETTS STATE POLICE
PHOTOGRAPHY AND FINGERPRINT SECTION
LABORATORIES: GHQ^ BOSTON, SUB- LABORATORIES, TOPSP1ELV,
NORTHAMPTON, HOLVEN, MJWLEBORO
Vuning thz i-U>cal yzan. ending June 30, 1975, thz iollouiing photographic
activities u)zn.z pznionmzd by thz Photography and Fingerprint Station ior thz
Ma6*achuAztt!> State. Policz, and othzr bn.anch.2A oi the. Ve.pantme.nt o£ Public
Safety, Local, State., and Federal Law Enion.ceme.nt Agencies and otheA Vzpart-
mznth throughout thz Commonwealth.
Acnvrrv number
Criminal Cases 2,682
Vzpartmzntal Assignments 44
Photos ion. Copy 2,366
Individuals Photographzd j
PHOTO'S PRINTED TOTAL PRINTS
17,401 17,401
71% 788
5,281 5,282
704 704
24,175
Thz fallowing iingzrprint activities uozrz pzrionmzd:
Individual* iingzrprintzd: 629
Vzczaszd pensons iingerprinted: 350
Fingerprint Identiiications:
Non/Criminal: 300
Criminal: 250
1,529
during thz iiscal year, 1,600 hours were consumed in count appearances,
inquests and hearings by Section personnel in nzndzring zxpzrt testimony
nzqu.in.zd oi them as skilled tzchnicians in thz Sciences oi Photography and
Ping erprinttng
.
STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN OF
CRIMINAL CASES
CATEGORY NUMBER OF CASES
ACCIDENTS :
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS : 134
FataJt, podtAtAAJUi, KUTS nun, pnopeAXy damage.
CRUISER ACCIDENTS : 139
Damage to cAiuj>eA&
MISCELLANEOUS ACCIDENTS : 15
Th.a.in,plane.,motoicycZe.,cAan e
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS : 5
ASSAULT S BATTER V: 26
ASSAULT WITH DANGEROUS WEAPON : 2 5
ASSAULT OF POLICE OFFICER : 6
AUTOPSY : 209
BREAKS : 910
BAejj.ki.ng S Ente/ung, tajxceny, 6a{,e. job
CHILD NEGLECT : 1
CONFISCATED WEAPON : 5
CONSPIRACY : 2
CONTRABAND : 15
CRUELTY TO CHILDREN : 2
COUNTERFEITING : 2
DEATHS :
HOMICIDE %6
SHOOTING 40
STABBING 15
SUICIDE 49
MANSLAUGHTER 4
DROWNING 5
ACCIDENTAL 5
C 7
STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN OF
CRIMINAL CASES
CATEGOR Y NUMBER OF CASES
DEATHS :
MISCELLANEOUS : 94
6kwtt KemcunA
ANIMAL DEATH : 2
EXPLOSION :
F-IAZ6, Bomb ScaA&>, {aJUz. {ajkl aJLajwh 29
EXTORTION : 4
FINGERPRINT COMPARISON : 17
FIRES :
SuAp4.cU.0tx6
,
A/uon, Moton. VzkicJLe. 157
FLIM FLAM : 2
FRALTP : S
FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE : 10
GAMING : 20
HIJACKING : 10
ILLEGAL SALE OF FIREARMS : 1
ILLEGAL MOTOR VEHICLE STICKER : 1
IMPERSONATING A POLICE OFFICER : 1
KIDNAPPING : 12
LARCENY : 67
LARCENY OF MOTOR VEHICLE: 11
MALICIOUS DESTRUCTION & DAMAGE : 54
MISSING PERSON : 1
MORALS: 2
NARCOTICS : 67
Raid*.
6*
STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN OF
CRIMINAL CASES
CATEGORY NUMBER OF CASES
ROBBERY :
Amed, Unarmed. 68
SEX OFFENSES :
Rape, Attempted Rape, IndzAcent Ey.pot>uA<L,
Open S QHoi>i>. 36
SPECIAL INVESTIGATION : 48
STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLE RECOVERED : 154
STOLEN PROPERTY RECOVERED : 65
SURVEILLANCE PHOTOGRAPHS : 3
THREATS : 20
TRESPASSING : 3
UNLAWFUL POSSESSION : 8
T-AjieaAmb
,
QangeAouA WtaponA.
VIOLATION OF BUILDING CODE : I
VIOLATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE/SUCKER : 5
VIOLATION - BURNING WITHOUT PERMIT: 1
TOTALS: 2,682
6°
MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES FOR FISCAL VEAR 1977-1978
ITEM:
Spzaivinq AA6AJ}nme.nt&
TOTAL HOURS
63 houru
InAViuction gtvzn by BuJizau Vzfvbonnzl
to Local Voticz O&^Iczaa [10 TfuUnzzA] 3,600 houx&
Hou/la o^ tzchnJucal a46<u>tancz K2.ndoJx.zd to
Law En&oicejnznt Ag zncj-ZA , otkzA than fan.
State. Poticz Agencx.ea:
Local Vzpantmznt6:
Fzdznat Vzpantmznt6:
TOTAL HOURS:
8,624 houAA
355% houAS
8,979k kouA6
Szav-lcza fio.ndcn.zd to In&uJuincz CompanizA, Law Finm* etc.
[CompanA.ZA nzquzAting pkotogn.apk6 - $3.50 pzA 8x10)
130 photogiaphA
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TROOP/UNIT /SECTION: PHOTOGRAPHY & FINGERPRINT SECTION
MASSACHUSETTS STATE POLICE
COMMANVEV BV: LIEUTENANT RJCHARV G. BR1SB0TS
ASS1GNEV PERSONNEL: (2 7) GHQ- - 7
A-l - 1
B-H - 4
C-H - 4
V-H - 4
FUNCTION: To provide te.chyu.cal assistance in the
fields of photography, crime a cent, the. science of fingerprints, handling
and processing of physical evidence and tn.aiyu.ng in those sciences to
Local, State, and Federal Law Enforcement Agencies throughout the Common-
wealth.
PERTINENT INFORMATION:
The primary mission is the examination or comparison of materials
,
primarily by means of photography and fingerprinting , as may be necessary
for the prevention and detection of crime. And the proper preparation
of tlus evidence for presentation to Grand Juries and courts in criminal
cases.
The lab is also involved in training of new technicians both
Massachusetts State Police and Local police, of being responsible for
public relations photos and class photos at the Academy. We are also
involved in photomacrography and surveillance documentation for other
bureaus within the department. We are involved in audio visual and
video taping in making training films, and documenting disturbances.
We are involved in graphic arts to the extent that we copy many photos
for MSB! [Bureau of Identification) , we mount exhibits for Public
Relations and we make fingerprint charts for evidence in court. We
are also involved with, photos or movies of Massachusetts State Police
Graduations, Memorial Day exercises
,
funerals, and parades.
This year, as in the past, this Section has provided services
on a twenty- four hour basis. Our members are called upon to perform
their tasks in a wide range of situations . The technician who just
finished taking a planned photograph of a graduating class at the
Academy in the morning may photograph the scene of a multiple fatal
accident in the afternoon, and autopsy in the early evening and a
homicide scene at 1:00A.M., the next morning. A member who examines
fingerprints in a routine case may find himself comparing lifted prints
with the record prints of a murder suspect the same day.
7/
MASSACHUSETTS STATE POLICE
TRAFFIC SECTION
ELM STREET
WEST CONCORD , MASSACHUSETTS
(617) 369-1004
COMMANDED BY
LIEUTENANT JAMES G. PORT
PERSONNEL
1 Lieutenant
1 S/Sergeant
2 Sergeants
6 Troopers
4 Clerks
Attached are traffic law enforcement statistics for all
troops and related activities of the Traffic Section, and are
total enforcement figures for the State Police.
This data is for the calendar year 1977.
Violations Issued (Chap. 90 262, 603
Defective Equipment Tags 29,244
Radar Violations 130, 682
Total Motor Vehicle Arrests 4,674
Total Oper . Under the Influence Arrests 1,226
Total Number of Motorists Assisted 69, 660
Total Number of Accidents Investigated by M.S.P 1,022
7*
VIOLATION ACTIVITY FOR ALL TROOPS CALENDAR YEAR 1977
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
TROOPS
14,308
U,132
19,227
19,137
21,112
16,083
18,743
22,427
17,428
16,426
13,718
16,419
55 TEAMS
2,381
3,290
4,937
4,802
4,968
4,098
4,805
5,610
4,413
5,942
4,871
3,326
TOTAL
16,689
17,422
24,164
23,939
26,080
20,181
23,548
28,037
21,841
22,368
IS, 589
19,745
TOTALS 209,160 53,443 262,603
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CALENDAR YEAR 1977
TRAINING GIVEN BY THE TRAFFIC SECTION
BREATHALYZER OPERATORS TRAINED
STATE POLICE
39
LOCAL POLICE
290
RADAR OPERATORS TRAINED
STATE POLICE
37
LOCAL POLICE
216
7?
CALENDAR YEAR 1977
total amount of accident copies issued and the monies received
photostatic copies issued 3,683
monies received by cashier $20,300.00
76
0?2...j:::.G IttjDER ARREST:: 1577
MONTH ARRESTS ACCIDENTS UNDER 21 ARRESTS
JANUARY 120 42 21
FEBRUARY 123 30 9
MARCH 126 21 12
APRIL U5 2? 2fe
MAY 127 25 19
June 9s is 12
JULY 10? 31 13
AUGUST 106 16 24
SEPTEMBER 59 13 7
OCTOBER 72 17 10
NOVEMBER 65 14 13
DECEMBER 76 22 7
TOTALS 1,226 276 173
77
iMLkSSACIIU&I&TTS STnYE POLICE
BREATH TEST RESULTS
JANUARY 1977 THROUGH DECEMBER 1977
TOTAL ARRESTS 1,226
BREATH TESTS 684
REFUSALS 542
ACCIDENTS 276
TEST RESULTS
.00 - .05 .06 - .09 .10 & Over
JANUARY 3 5 73
FEBRUARY 2 6 66
MARCH 5 4 74
APRIL 2 2 70
MAY 4 3 46
JUNE 1 0 51
JULY 3 6 55.
AUGUST 2 8-50
SEPTEMBER 1 0 27
OCTOBER 1 3 36
NOVEMBER 2 2 28
DECEMBER 0 2 39
TOTALS 26 41 617
n
MASSACHUSETTS STATE POLICE ARRESTS FOROPERATING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF LIQUOR;
JANUARY 1977 THROUGH DECEK3ER 1977
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
ARRESTED
120
123
126
lit.5
BREACH
TESTED
81
74
83
REFUSED
39
49
43
71
PERCENT
TESTED
62.5
60.9
65.8
51.0
may 127 55 79 43.4
JUNE 98 4o 53.1
JULY 109 64 45 58.7
AUGUST 106 60 46 56.6
SEPTEMBER 59 9&CO 31 47.2
OCTOBER 72 40 32 55.4
NOVEMBER 65 32 33 49.1
DECEMBER 76 41 35 53.2
TOTALS 1,226 684 542 55.8
7?
CAIJENDAR YKAR 1977 '
TOTAL ASSISTANCE RSNDERSn
TROOP
A
B
C
D
E
TOTALS
TROOP
A
B
C
D
E
TOTAL EQUIPMENT TAGS
ASSISTANCE RENDERED
14,035
7,497
7,397
5,471
35,260
69,660
TAGS
5,261
9,261
7,873
4,627
2,222
TOTALS
29,244
PARKING TAGS LOGAN AIRPORT - 6,555
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
STATE POLICE ACCIDENTS INVESTIGATED
CALENDAR YEAR 1977
721
633
550
630
702
705
708
653
735
690
1,022
TOTALS
a, 790
K0N7H
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
0V-,R_
TItuCA/WsiGfl TEAMS 1977
WcIIGHT OTHER TRUCKS
VIOL'S VIOL'S W2IGH2D AHRESTS COMPLAINTS WARNINGS pTjIcTE
JANUARY 55
FEBRUARY 3 5
MARCH 55
APRIL 49
MAY 76
49
51
75
SEPTEMBER 36
OCTOBER 50
NOVEMBER 40
DECEMBER 36
10
29
53
60
36
21
25
73
63
161
305
166
137
139
162
174
350
349
256
431
362
441
577
361
0
4
8
1
4
4
4
24
13
11
9
17
58
48
87
66
95
61
57
97
59
165
323
179
12
42
15
15
27
27
27,415
14,919
13 15,360
37,220
31,475
22,425
39,465
42,945
26,965
TOTALS 607 1,006 3,739 99 1,295
35 24,870
13 30,915
8 26,305
219 340,279
M55w TEAM
MONTH
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
TOTALS
ACTIVITY 1977
TOTAL VTOT.AT-mug
2,381
3,290
4,937
4,802
4,968
4,098
4,805
5,610
4,413
5,942
4,871
V.
3,326
53,443
M.V. ARRESTS
SUMMONS
WARNINGS
EQUIP. TAGS
ASSISTS
OTHER
TOTALS
1 Fatal
FARE TEAMS 1977
FROM 5/27/77 TO 9/11/77
ai
2,953
4,281
1,305
3,172
597
12,339
ACCIDENT TOTALS
19 Personal Injury 62 Property Damage
?1
&//////&// u<et
1010 c 215
July T, 1978
To: Commissioner John F. Kehoe , Jr.
From: John J. McHugh, Chief of Laboratory
Chemical Laboratory
Subject: Annua] Report of the Chemical Laboratory, 1977-1978
1. The Massachusetts Department of Public Safety Chemical
Laboratory serves a population of over five million. It is charged vith
performing all of the forensic toxicology, fire, and explosive chemistry
for the state and criminalistics for all the state, except Boston. In addi-
tion, the laboratory is authorized to certify analyses of drugs for officers
of this department for judicial purposes. The Commissioner of Public Safety
is charged vith the maintenance of operational control of the Racing Labora-
tory in accordance with the terms of Chapter 721 of the Acts of 1971 of the
General Court.
2. It should be noted that there have been persistent per?'
sonnel and automatic equipment shortages during the last few years in the < .
laboratory, nevertheless, as indicated by the annual summaries, the labora*
tory personnel have completed an unusually large number of analyses during
the last fiscal year:
A. The criminalistics cases submitted to the
laboratory number 221+9 of which 76 involved
the restoration of numbers and 1177 involved
the investigation of fires and explosions
and the evaluation of potential hazards.
B. The cases submitted by the Medical Examiners
and State Police Pathologists, including
homicide investigations, number 19^9. Sig*
nificant increases in highway death investi-
gations resulting from legislation requiring
blood alcohol tests on decedent drivers and
adult pedestrians are included in this summary.
C. Drug cases submitted to the laboratory were
121+9.
D. Breathalyzer Training Courses involving lec-
tures on blood and breath alcohol levels in
addition to Breathalyzer operation were given
to 1+20 officers during the year.
E. Saliva and urine samples from racing
horses and greyhounds examined in the
laboratory are now "being separately
funded under terms of Chapter 721 of
the Acts of 1971.
F. Legislation authorizing the issuance
of blood alcohol certificates in cases
of alcohol involvement in driving viola-
tions has resulted in a total of 89
driving while intoxicated cases submitted
to the laboratory.
3. The personnel and automatic equipoent shortages noted
beforehand resulted in some cases in the curtailment in number and quality
of the requested examinations, nevertheless, every effort was made by the
laboratory personnel to complete the requested laboratory examinations in a
professionally competent manner. It should be noted, however, that the labor-
atory is still in need of space because of its rapidly expanding role in the
law enforcement, narcotic control and toxicology fields.
h. In conclusion, it should be noted that the cooperation of
the Medical Examiners and State Police Pathologists, the State Racing Com-
mission, and the other state agencies, and particularly the other divisions of
the Department of Public Safety was forthcoming whenever needed and was much
appreciated by the laboratory staff during the fiscal year 1977-1978. Per-
sonnel of the Department who should be especially commended for their contin-
uous assistance during the year are:
Mr. Andrew O'Brien, Business Agent
Miss Harriet Swett , Administrative Assistant
Miss Ann O'Malley, Senior Accountant
JJM: kb
PERSONNEL
Filled Positions: Unfilled Positions
1 Chief of Laboratory, D.P.S.
1 Assistant Chief of Laboratory
k Senior Chemists
k Assistant Chemists 6
1 Junior Chemist
0 Laboratory Technicians 2
0 Laboratory Assistants 1
2 Senior Clerk Typists 1
Also under operational control of the Department of Public Safety (Racing
Laboratory )
:
1 Chief of Laboratory
1 Senior Racing Chemist
1 Assistant Racing Chemist 1
2 Racing Laboratory Technicians
ft
ANNUAL REPORT - CHEMICAL LABORATORY
July 1, 1977 - June 30, 1978
NOTE: All classifications represent both actual and suspected crimes at the time cases
are submitted. They do not necessarily represent final findings after completion
of investigation.
TYPE OF CASE NUMBER SUBMITTED
FATAL:
Shooting, Explosion 13k
Stabbing (Cutting, Slashing, etc.) 68
Rpfit t ncr f Ma nnal T'vfliri P"l A n ^ T^sill A a+ r* )JCa O Xll^t, V - — 5 — clXXl , *. Xa-llC 5 r ai.J. , nAC -> CL>0» / ><-
Asphyxia (Strangulation, Drowning, Carbon Monoxide, etc.)
Poisoning (Alcohol, Drugs, Chemicals, etc.) 1+22
Automobile 530
Burning 12
Abortion 0
Miscellaneous (Unknown, Natural Causes, etc.) U37
NON- FATAL:
Shooting, Explosion 29
Stabbing (as above) 57
Beating (as above) 6k
Sex Offenses 252
Poisoning (as above) 0
Automobile k2
Burning 5
Abortion 0
D.W.I. 89
Miscellaneous (Unknown) 7
ANNUAL REPORT - CHEMICAL LABORATORY Pa«e 2
July 1. 1977 - June 30, 1978
TYPE OF CASE NUMBER SUBMITTED
GAINST PROPERTY:
Explosion ho
Malicious Destruction ki
Larceny and Robbery 38
Breaking and Entering and/or Larceny 93
Animal Poisoning 11
Automobile 167
Fires (Accidental, Suspicious, etc.) 656
Miscellaneous 8
1AW & ORDER - SAFETY:
Explosives (Bombs, Fireworks, etc.) 58
Investigation of Premises for -Safety 0
Investigation of Materials for Safety kl6
Attempted Jail Break 1
Food, Drugs, Poison Suspected 1,253
Documents - Fraud 2
Gaming, Lotteries 1
Restoration of Numbers 76
Miscellaneous 3k
!?0TAL NUMBER OF CASES SUBMITTED : Fatal: 1,9^2
Non-Fatal: 5^5
Against Property: 1,05^
Law & Order - Safety: 1,6*1*1
ANNUAL REPORT - CHEMICAL LABORATORY Page 3
July 1, 1977 - June 30, 1978
CASES SUBMITTED BY NUMBER SUBMITTED
State Police Bureau of Investigative Services 175
Division of Fire Prevention 215
Uniformed Division:
Investigation 170
C.I.B. Drug 1.2U9
Medical Examiners 1,801
D.W.I. 89
Cities and Towns:
Fire Department 676
Police Department 918
Other State Departments 80
Armed Forces 1
Federal Government 5
Out of State 3
Total Court Appearances of Laboratory Personnel:
Total Court Testimonies of Laboratory Personnel:
Total Speaking Assignments of Laboratory Personnel:
208
116
80
TOXICOLOGY DETERMINATIONS
Determinations
July 1977 - June 1978
2037 Alcohol
:
Negative
0.01-0.0U?
0. 05-0.1*+?
0.15-0.29?
0.30-0.39?
O.UO-
1096
139
361+
361
50
27
1010
30U
391+
Barbituate
:
Negative: 9*+9
Rapid Acting: 38
Long Acting: 20
Intermediate
Acting: 3
Carbon Monoxide:
Less than 10?: Ijk
10? plus: 130
Salicylates
:
Negative : 365
Significant : 19
Others : 10
1153
1+1+
967
Organic Bases:
Negative : 96l
Positive : 192
Organic Acids:
Negative : 32
Positive : 12
Organic Neutrals:
Negative: 911
Positive: 56
Miscellaneous Negative Positive
7 Acetest for Ketones 5 2
6l Acetone 50 11
2 Aldomet (Methyldopa) 2 0
1 p-Aminophenol 0 1
1 Amphetamine 0 1
7 Chloral Hydrate 7 0
16 Chlorpromazine (Thorazine) 1 15
9/
Miscellaneous Negative Positive
3 cocaine X nd
u IU
jX Ao
5 DalmanG ( FlurEzepam) U c
lift
^ ucmcrui v rJcpcrmiiic y u J
<i ues xpramine v Norpramin/ /-iu e
uxgoxxn oc 0
27 Dilantin (Diphenylhydantoin) 10 11
6 Dilaudid ( Hydromorphone
)
U 0
<cx jjoriuen
^
vjj.roetniiimc ) nU CJL
iO Elavil { Amitriptyiine ) c!? c-5
iu neavy Metals IU u
o neroxn X qJ
3 Hydralazine r\U aj
1 Inderal (.rropanolol
;
U 1
1 Iodine 1 u
h9 Isopropyl Alcohol lit; hH
1 Lasix (Frusemide) (J 1
ih Lieaa. 11 J
9 Librium (Chlordiazepoxide) U Q
O T T /~\ fy t w
— iiiaocainc pc
C 1 .1 T,n T11TT1 u p
u jjyscrgxc itc iu. uicunyiaiuiuc v Liou y Au n
*+ ivJetJL XJ Ua.ua. nU kH
o lYtexxerxx v miormazinc ) X 7
_ — lYJfi JJ I fJ U dlQa L c \ £j(J Uflflll / Q -3J
iy X
n 8
^ i*ic UiicL^LicLXUiicr v 'QfxeLa.x tiu." / qj
>X IXlC Uily X rLLLUnOl HO q
3 ixc uQyxsnecixcjxjf eunpiic uaBU.ac n J
Ol C y*7*\V> "i no
. i- ^ ^iUI ULlXllC lU
j liOiuuar ^ lYieX/uypxyxun y 1X p
x uronucniordcLne 0u TX
C -JAa^c UcLILi \ OCX OA / n 2G
x raraxa.enya.e u X
7 Pant Q7n/»i no i'T'qT tji n | 1X <O
11 Phenacetin (Acetophenetidine
)
U 11
1 Phencyclidine X U
x r nenincanixne ou X
3 Phenothiazine 1 Oe
1 Phenylbutazone U 1
1 Phosphorous 1 AU
x rxaciayx ^ rrcncnxorvynox j 1X no
x f rocaxnain i ue 1X
2 Procaine 0 2
3 Prochlorperazine (Phenothiazine) 0 3
2 Promethazine Hydrochloride (Phenergan) 0 2
1 Pyridine 0 1
9 Quinine (Quinidine) 0 9
U Sinequan (Doxepin) 0 U
1 Stelazine (Triflurperazine
)
0 1
Miscellaneous Negative
10 Theophylline 0
1 Thiopentone (Pentothal) 0
2 Trichlorethanol 0
2 Trichlorethylene 0
9 Valium (Diazepam) 1
1 Xylocaine 0
11 Zinc (Protoporphyrine
)
7
Positive
10
1
2
2
e
i
k
22 Blood Chlorides y
73 Blood Volatiles 51 £2
27^ Blood Grouping
20 pH
0 Specific Gravity
TOTAL : 7206
13
tlKEARMS IDENTIFICATION SECTION
1010 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
(e>17J 566-4500
COMMANDED BY
SERGEANT J AT4ES T. MC GUINNESS
PERSONNEL
2 Sergeant
2 Corporals
3 Troopers
cartrSgeafc^ preserves weapons,
nature IsiociSed wfth a crW mEL*"* °^?r materi*ls of a ballistic
examinations of said itSLT^SiJSiS- comP^te physical and micrscopic
ions of the findings to ?hose^E^/TST*1?8 5he resu^s and conclus-
of 1978, olflce^s^ D™ ^e fiscal year
and Federal Courts rendering expert XstLIIv
ln SuP?ri°^' Distri <*
firearm related matters/ P testimony in cases pertaining to
ACTIVITIES
Cases submitted S3 BrJ TOTAL
Cases pending 8* 981
Fatal shootings 22 Jt 11 3
Nonfatal shootings lu \° 9 .5Confiscated weapons ^7 10
Weapons for disposal qq/ ^7
Firearms reported and examinaed 4Lu, 117 u11u
TL°t
0l^s"mparisions 87320 8 | 432S8004 224 8228
HIGHLIGHTS
———————
GHQ -H
895 6
109 4
77 18
74
327
804
002 2
520
804
RITA M. MILLS CRIME REPORTI NG UNIT
SUPERVISOR OF POLICY St. PROCEDURES
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
PERSONNEL:
1010 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BUREAU OF IDENTIFICATION - 16
UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING UNIT - 5 BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02215
THE CRIME REPORTING UNIT WAS ESTABLISHED BY INTEGRATING THE UNIFORM CRIME
REPORTING FUNCTIONS AND THE BUREAU OF IDENTIFICATION OPERATIONS TO SERVE AS A
CENTRALIZED UNIT FOR THE COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION OF CRIME STATISTICS AND
IDENTIFICATION DATA.
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL LAWS, CHAPTER 263, SECTION Ia MANDATES THE CONTRIBU-
TION AND SUBMISSION OF CRIMINAL IDENTIFICATION DATA TO THE BUREAU OF IDENTIFICA-
TION IN THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
.
THE IDENTIFICATION SEGMENT OF THE UNIT REQUIRES THAT A
COPY OF THE FINGERPRINTS AND PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN OF ALL
SUBJECTS ARRESTED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THROUGHOUT
THE COMMONWEALTH BE SENT TO THE CRIME REPORTING UNIT,
BUREAU OF IDENTIFICATION AT THE MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT
OF PUBLIC SAFETY.
THE ADOPTION OF HOUSE BILL 157 TO ESTABLISH A CRIME REPORTING FUNCTION IN
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY FILED FOR THE 1978 LEGISLATIVE SESSION TO PRO-
VIDE FOR A UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING AND IDENTIFICATION FUNCTION IN THE DEPARTMENT
FOR THE COLLECTION, DISSEMINATION AND KEEPING OF CRIME STATISTICS AND THE PROPER
MEANS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF CRIMINALS DID NOT PASS
THE UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING FUNCTION ENTAILS THE COLLEC-
TION, VERIFICATION, AND DISSEMINATION OF CRIME STATISTICS
SUBMITTED VOLUNTARILY BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN THE
STATE. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES PARTICIPATE BY COMPLETING
AND FORWARDING UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING STANDARDIZED FORMS
ON A MONTHLY BASIS.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS UNIT IS TO FURNISH TO ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
INFORMATION WHICH MAY ASSIST IN THE IDENTIFICATION OF OR APPREHENSION OF CRIMINALS
AND TO PROVIDE LAW ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATORS WITH CRIME STATISTICS FOR ADMINISTRA-
TIVE AND OPERATIONAL USE.
THE IDENTIFICATION SECTION CLASSIFIES ANJ PREPARES
FOR COMPUTER SEARCH ALL
FINGERPRINT CARDS NOT IDENTIFIED 3Y NAME CHECK:
LABELS PHOTOGHAPHS TO BE PRO-
CE3SED FOR THE IDMO (IDENTIFICATION-MODUS OPERANDI ) FILE
FOR POSSIBLE IDENTIFI-
CATION OF SUSPECTS dY VICTIMS OF A CRIME: PREPARATION
AND ASSEMBLY OF THE
IDENTIFICATION BULLETIN FOR DISTRIBUTION TO LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES AS AN
ALERT TO THE RELEASE OF PRISONERS FROM MASSACHUSETTS
CRIMINAL INSTITUTIONS,
WANTED PERSONS, ESCAPEES, MISSING PERSONS, AND
LOST OR STOLEN ITEMS.
THE UNIFORM CHIME REPORTING SECTION PROVIDES
THE FIELD AGENTS WHO ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN
THE PREPARATION OF CRIME REPORTS, FORMS AND
IDENTIFICATION DATA COLLECTED BY
THIS UNIT . FOR QUALITY CONTROL OF THE DATA RECEIVED THE
UNIFORM CRIME REPORT-
ING SECTION IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE VERIFICATION,
CLASSIFICATION AND AUDIT OF
THE DATA WITHIN THE UNIT , PRIOR TO FORWARDING
THE COMPLETED REPORTS TO THE
FEDSRAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'S UNIFORM CRIME
REPORTING SECTION,
AN ITEMIZED REPORT OF THE ACTIVITIES OF BOTH
SECTIONS FROM JULY 1, 1977
THROUGH JUNE 30, 1978 13 ATTACHED.
ft
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BUREAU OF IDENTIFICATION - HIGHLIGHTS OH EXPANSION ON ACTIVITY
AT ALL UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING SEMINARS CONDUCTED BY THE FIEUD STAFF OF THE
UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING SECTION, LAW ENFORCEi'ENT AGENCIES ARE REMINDED OF THEIR
OBLIGATION TO CONTRIBUTE FINGERPRINTS AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECTS ARRESTED TO THE
MASSACHUSETTS STATE BUREAU OF IDENTIFICATION , IN COMPLIANCE WITH MASSACHUSETTS
GENERAL LAWS, CHAPTER 263, SECTION U. THIS HAS RESULTED IN A SUBSTANTIAL IN-
CREASE IN THE NUMBER OF FINGERPRINTS AND PHOTOGRAPHS RECEIVED IN THE PAST YEAR.
BECAUSE OF THE NORMAL DEMANDS AND REQUESTS MADE OF THE IDENTIFICATION
PERSONNEL, PROCESSING OF ALL INCOMING MAIL IS PROHIBITIVE.
YOUTHS ON THE SUMMER EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS WILL BE UTILIZED TO DECREASE THE
BACKLOG OF NAMES TO BE CHECKED. THE BACKLOG WILL BE GIVEN PRIORITY IN ORDER THAT
MORE COMPLETE AND ACCURATE RECORD INFORMATION WILL BE AVAILABLE TO INQUIRERS.
ACCESS TO THE COMPUTERIZED NAME CHECK PROGRAM EVENTUALLY ELIMINATE THE NEED
FOR MANUAL SEARCHES AND LESSON NUMBER OF IDENTIFICATIONS "MISSED" BY HUMAN ERROR.
A PORTION OF THE DAY WILL BE SPENT IN PURGING OLD RECORDS OF PERSONS OVER 80
YEARS OLD OR KNOWN TO BE DECEASED. DISPOSAL OF THESE RECORDS WILL BE MADE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE DISPOSAL SCHEDULE AND DESTRUCTION PERMISSION APPROVED BY THE
RECORDS CONSERVATION BOARD IN JUNE 1977* THIS BACKLOG SHOULD ALSO BE REDUCED
THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF THE YOUTHS ON THE SUMMER EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS.
CONCENTRATION ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF FINGERPRINTS TO UPDATE THE COMPUTERIZED
FINGERPRINT SEARCH PROGRAM. WILL BE UNDERTAKEN BY A CONTRIBUTED STAFF EMPLOYED BY THE
CRIMINAL HISTORY SYSTEMS BOARD (CHSB). ADDS TO THE FINGERPRINT COMPUTER TAPE WILL
ENHANCE THE POSSIBILITIES OF AN IDENTIFICATION THROUGH A COMPUTER SEARCH BASED ON
THE FINGERPRINT CLASSIFICATION.
WITH THE INSTALLATION OF THE EASTMAN KODAK MICROFILM EQUIPMENT, THERE WILL BE
LITTLE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL FILING UNITS. THIS EQUIPMENT WILL STORE AND PROVIDE
FOR AUTOMATIC RETRIVAL OF RECORDS AND FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION.
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DEPARTjffiNI OF PUBLIC SAFETY
ANNUAL REPORT INFORMATION FORM
.
* t * •> r
The following information is to be submitted for enclosure
in the Department of Public Safety's Annual Report,
FIREARMS RECORDS BUREAU
ROY F. DEWING
Firearms Specialist
Six (6) Civilian Personnell
One (1) Uniformed State Police Officer
FUNCTION: A central repository for the State of Massachusetts
dealing with the Sales and transfers of Rifles , Shotguns
and hand guns by Licensed Dealers in the Commonwealth.
Every weapon sold or transferred is entered into our
Electronic Data Processing equipment which at the
present time has more than a total of over 958,000
weapons*
FIREARMS RECORD BUREAU:
ANNUAL REPORT INFORMATION
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
SINCE THE PASSING OF CHAPTER 113, THE ACTS OF 1975, THIS BUREAU 1
WORKLOAD HAS TRIPLED, WE HAVE ASKED FOR FOUR EXTRA PERSONNEL TO HANDLE
JUST THIS PHASE OF THE OPERATION OF THIS BUREAU. STILL NOTHING IN SIGHT.
FOR THIS FISCAL YEAR, THE POSTAL CHARGE JUST FOR THIS BUREAU WAS OYER
$13,600.
THIS DEPARTMENT EaD FILiJD LEGISLATION, TRYING TO VOID OUT THIS CHAPTER
113 BUT THE RESULTS WERE NEGATIVE. TRY AGAIN NEXT YEAR.
IN ORDER TO TAKE CARE OF THIS OPERATION, WE HAD TO GO ON OVERTIME
WHICH CAME TO WELL OVER $3600 AND THE JOB IS NOT FINISHED. IT WILL
GO ON CONTINUALLY UNLESS THIS BILL CAN BE CANCELLED.
THERE HAS Bh'J"N A SUBSTANIAL INCREASE IN THE GUN S.ALES FOR THIS YEAR,
WELL OVER luO,000 . INCREASES IN THE PROCESSING OF LICENSE TO CARRY
WHICH IS WELL OVER 300 PisR DAY AND WITH NO INCREASE OF HELP TO OFFSET
THIS WORK. LOAD.
/OX
FIREARM RECORDS BUREAU REPORT OF ACTIVITIES FOR MONTH ENDING^
7^r
License to Carry Firoarras (Form FA-19) supplied to local departments: b 6>S&
Lioense to Carry Firearms (new/renewal) processed: /jLxJ /3 76/ ^ 3^7
Dealer (Firc^rnj-Amraunition-Gunsmith ) licenses procossod: ' '
f tj G> 7
Permits to Purchase issued:
Alion Permit to Possess Rifle or Shotgun issued:
License to Carry Firearms (Temp. C. 140, S.131F) issued: Q£ ^015 g 7 ^3
License to Carry Firearms (Resident-issued by Commissioner): Lj^O
License to Possess Machine Gun (Resident-issued by Commissioner): £k.
License to Possess machine Gun (Temp-nonresident-issuod by Commissioner):
TOTAL REVENUE REALIZED: ^±
!
License to Carry Firearms applicants with record of misdemeanors:
£SS2?£ tu^:^508 10^ fir0ara5 ' t0 i-estigations
Firearm Identification Cards received/processed: tf 6^79-
ISStS^^110?*^*1^^1^*1^ notiC08 forvarded to licensing / ? Vauthorities as a result of Investigations conducted by this Bureau: I 0 J
^aV^lic^ 7^ffS7
S^^r^^T8^ and cor*ucted as * ~8Ult *«~
^
Mimeographed communications forwarded to local, state and other agencies: tfSO
Communications forwarded to local departments by personal letter or FA-12: Q fO
Communications to individuals and dealers (telephone, personal and letter): CftlO
Gunshot/Puncture wound reports received and processed: 105(Fingerprints classified:
Laminations for other bureaus, Sections. Units, Eto: ~1Q<?
Data Processing Cards keypunched: /00
Speaking Assignments: ' Q
Spocial Assignments/Projects:
/o3
UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING - HIGHLIGHTS OR EXPANSION ON ACTIVITIES
COMPLETE CONVERSION OF UCR MAINFRAME AND DATA ENTRY PROGRAMS AND TEST SAME.
BEGIN REVIEW OF ALL 1977 AND 1978 UCR CONTRIBUTED DATA FOR COMPLETENESS AND
ACCEPTABILITY IN RELATION TO UCR DATA ENTRY PROGRAMS (CMC EQUIPMENT).
PREPARE FINAL BATCHING SYSTEM TO BE USED TO CONTROL FLOW OF UCR DATA THROUGH
THE EDP PROCESS.
BEGIN DATA ENTRY OF ALL 1978 UCR DATA (CMC) BEGINNING WITH DATA CONTRIBUTED
IN JANUARY, 1978.
PREPARE UCR TEST TAPE FOR THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION'S UNIFORM
CRIME REPORTING SECTION AND FORWARD TAPE FOR ACCEPTABILITY TEST.
CONDUCT STATEWIDE RETRAINING OF ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL THAT PREPARE THE
MONTHLY UCR RETURNS (FIVE REGIONAL SEMINARS AT CENTRAL LOCATIONS).
MEET WITH MASSACHUSETTS CHIEFS OF POLICE ASSOCIATION, PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE,
TO SOLICIT THEIR HELP IN AN ENDEAVOR TO OBTAIN IOC* CONTRIBUTION TO THE MASSACHU-
SETTS UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING PROGRAM. ESTABLISH FORMAL LINES OF COMMUNICATION WITH
THE PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE WITH REFERENCE TO THE MASSACHUSETTS UCR PROGRAM.
TEST RESULTS RETURNED FROM THE FBI/UCR SECTION TO BE ANALYZED AND PROBLEMS RE-
SOLVED. NEW TEST TAPE TO BE CREATED AND FORWARDED TO FBI FOR FINAL ACCEPTABILITY
TEST.
CONCLUDE DATA ENTRY OF ALL BACKLOGGED 1977 UCR REPORTS.
GENERATE MONTHLY UCR REPORTS BY COMPUTER, ADJUST ERROR REPORTS BY BATCH, UPDATE
DATA BASE, ADD FINAL REPORTS (CORRECTED) TO THE UCR PRINTOUT LIBRARY, UPDATE MASTER
LIBRARY TAPES.
AFTER TWO YEARS OF UCR DATA HAS BEEN STORED ON TAPE AND THIRD YEAR INFORMATION
BEGINS TO BE PROCESSED, ALL 1977 UCR INFORMATION WILL BE MOVED TO DISK FOR PERMANENT
STORAGE AND ACCESS FOR TREND STUDIES AND ANALYSIS.
OFFICE OF
INVESTIGATION AND INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS
1010 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
(617) 566-4500
COMMANDED BY
LIEUTENANT COLONEL JOHN R. 0 1 DONOVAN
The Office of Investigation and Intelligence
Operations is comprised of the Criminal Information
Section and the Bureau of Investigative Services.
The greatest part of the criminal investigation and
undercover operations are handled within this Office.
In addition to the State Police, this Office
serves the Attorney General, all of the District
Attornies, the State Fire Marshal and all Federal,
State and Municipal agencies needing assistance.
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES
1010 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
(617) 566-4500
COMMANDED BY
MAJOR JOHN F. REGAN
The Bureau of Investigative Services consists of
the Detective Section, the CPAC Units, the Narcotics
Section and the Special Services Section. This Bureau
reports to the Office of Investigation and Intelligence
Operations
.
Arson Strike Forces were developed by this Bureau
during the past year and units were implemented in Fall
River, Lawrence, Haverhill and Lowell. The impact of
these teams has resulted in at least a 50% decrease in
Arson and arson-related cases in those communities.
Additional units will be established in other areas
showing a high rate of incendiarism.
The following pages summarize the activities of
the Bureau and indicate the assignment of personnel.
1977
INVESTIGATIVE UNIT # OF CASES # OF ARRESTS # CRIMINAL CASES
Barns tabl
e
209 64 3
Berkshire 170 21 4
Ros ton 952 196 3
Bristol 411"
-i- X 205 2*•
Dukes 24 15 1
Essex 375 64 0
Franklin 113 37 1
Hampden 151 29 1
Hampshire 150 46 o
Middlesex 770 85 1
Nantucket 7 0 0
Norfolk 302 33 1
Plymouth 308 76 8
Suffolk 22 0 0
Worcester 326 190 6
Narcotics Section 56 124 2
Special Service Section 68 277 26
Diversion Investigative
Unit
207 148 8
Attorney General's
Investigative Unit
32 72 1
Totals 4, 653 1,682 68
/on
PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 14
BARNSTABLE CPAC 8
BERKSHIRE CPAC 6
BOSTON OFFICE 26
Days 19
Nights 6
BRISTOL CPAC 9
CRIMINAL INFORMATION BUREAU 2
ESSEX CPAC 10
FIRE PREVENTION 3
FRANKLIN/HAMPSHIRE CPAC 9
HAMPDEN CPAC 9
MIDDLESEX DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 12
NARCOTICS SECTION 20
NORFOLK CPAC 9
POLYGRAPH UNIT 1
PLYMOUTH CPAC 13
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS 5
SPECIAL SERVICE UNIT 11
STAFF 3
SUFFOLK COUNTY DA'S OFFICE 1
WORCESTER CPAC 12
TOTAL 183
POLYGRAPH UNIT
ONE ASHBURTON PLACE, ROOM 1310
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
(617) 227-3723
PETER L. DESTEFANO
DETECTIVE-LIEUTENANT
POLYGRAPHIST
The Polygraph Unit administers tests for the Depart-
ment of Public Safety, all Federal, State and local law en-
forcement agencies upon request. Courts and prosecuting at-
tornies have requested testing which has been provided.
During the past fiscal year, 210 persons were sched-
uled to be examined by polygraphic technique, 6 8 scheduled
examinations were cancelled, or failed to appear for their
appointment, or declined to be examined after appearing at
the Polygraph Unit. Two examinations were terninated due
to the examinee being unsuitable for testing at that time.
Of the 14 2 persons examined, 3 5 were for grand larceny, 23
for Murder, 24 for arson, the remaining for various crimes
such as armed robbery, assaults, kidnapping, rape, bomb
threat and extortion.
Seven hundred and ten hours were expended administering
the polygraph examinations. Twenty-five court appearances
directly resulted from these examinations.
The Polygraph Unit is represented in the Academy of
Certified Polygraphers , The New England Polygraph Associa-
tion, The American Association of Police Polygraphers, and
The American Polygraph Association.
The Polygraph Unit reports directly to the Office of
Intelligence and Investigation Operations.
The Unit participated in a five day Polygraph Seminar
sponsored by the Texas Department of Public Safety, at Austin
Texas on March 6th through March 10th, 1978.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
DIVISION OF INSPECTION
ANNUAL REPORT
1977-1978
DESIGNATION : The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Public Safety
Division of Inspection
One Ashburton Place, Floor 13
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
CHIEF : Chief of Inspections John T. Loynd
SUB-DIVISIONS : Building Inspection Section
Engineering Section
Elevator Inspection Section
Life Safety and Physical Environment Surveying Unit
ASSIGNED
PERSONNEL : 1 Chief of Inspections
1 Adm. Asst. to Chief of Inspections (LOA)
Building Inspection Section:
2 Supervisors of Plans
31 State Building Inspectors (4 vacant; 2 LOA)
1 Head Clerk
1 Principal Clerk
1 Storekeeper
Engineering Section:
1 Supervising District Engineering Inspector
25 District Engineering Inspectors (3 vacant)
1 Adm, Asst. to Sup, Dist. Eng. Insp.
1 Principal Clerk
1 Jr. Clk. & Stenog.
1 Jr. Clk. & Typist
Elevator Inspection:
1 Supervising Elevator Inspector
10 Elevator Inspectors:
7 Permanent
3 Temporary (1 vacant)
7 Examiners of Elevator Operators (4 vacant)
1 Recreational Tramway Examiner, Temporary
1 Jr. Clk. & Typist
Life Safety & Physical Environment Surveying Unit
(Title XVIII and Title XIX):
1 Associate Civil Engineer, Supv. in Charge
3 Associate Civil Engineer, Sup. (Title XIX)
1 Associate Civil Engineer, Sup. (Title XVIII)
19 Senior Civil Engineers
1 Principal Clerk
3 Senior Clerk & Steno (1 vacant)
2 Jr. Clerk & Typist
•Department of Public Safety
Division of Inspection
Annual Report 1977-1978 - 2 -
STATEMENT OF
PURPOSE
:
The general purpose and responsibility of this law
enforcement agency is to provide for the inspection
of public facilities, buildings, structures, tramways,
elevators, nuclear reactor vessels, power pressure
vessels, hoisting equipment, air tanks, refrigeration
and air conditioning equipment, ammonia systems, largestorage tanks for fluids other than water, amusementdevices, oil burner equipment, etc. and examinations
of applicants for licenses incidental to the operationof certain of the afore-mentioned facilities.
Office and field enforcement personnel, assisted bvadministrative personnel carry out the mandates ofthe statutes. Priorities are given to items havingthe greatest danger factor.
The effectiveness of the operation is reflected inthe decreasing number of accidents through usingthese public facilities as compared with the rapidly-
H?
0
!??
8^ number ?f ^its being built and maintainedin the Commonwealth.
2?5.?5dS
Ct
Jy;
°f
^
he P™*™0 is *> insure continuing
Y+}° li?e^and Property through supervision andinspection of the units outlined above.
ACTIVITIES: The activities of the Division will be found in theattached reports submitted by each of the sections
*LJ$LDfVi8i2n Inspection: Building Inspection,Engineering, Elevator Inspection and Life Safety &Physical Environment Surveying Unit.
HIGHLIGHTS OF
ACTIVITIES: The highlights or expansion of activities areincluded in the reports submitted by the four
sections.
///
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
DIVISION OF INSPECTION
BUILDING INSPECTION
ANNUAL REPORT
1977-1978
DESIGNATION: The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Public Safety
Division of Inspection
Building Inspection Section
One Ashburton Place, Floor 13
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
CHIEF: John T. Loynd, Chief of Inspections
IN CHARGE AND
COMMAND OF: James W. Cosgrove, Supervisor of Plans
Joseph F. Kelleher, Supervisor of Plans
ASSIGNED
PERSONNEL: 2 Supervisors of Plans
31 State Building Inspectors (4 vacant; 2 LOA)
1 Head Clerk
1 Principal Clerk
1 Storekeeper
STATEMENT OF
PURPOSE : The primary purpose of this law enforcement
section is to carry out the mandates of the
statutes and to employ the complement authorized
by the Legislature to better ensure the safety
of the countless millions of persons using the
buildings and structures of this Commonwealth
through supervision as well as inspection of
all types and classification of buildings and
structures.
Annual Report
1977-1978 - 2 -
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE :
(continued)
Supervisors of Plans :
Are in charge and command of and responsible for the proper performance
of the duties of the state building inspectors and employees detailed
in the building inspection section.
They insure public safety, health and welfare insofar as they are affect-
ed by building construction, through structural strength, adequate egress
facilities, sanitary conditions, equipment, light and ventilation and
fire safety; and in general, to secure safety to life and property and
community from all hazards incident to the design, erection, repair,
removal, demolition or use and occupancy of buildings, structures or
premises.
They examine and approve plans in collaboration with inspectors, outside
architects and engineers, and review specifications for compliance with
State Building Code and safety laws and regulations for new buildings
and existing buildings which are altered, which are subject to the con-
trol of the Department of Public Safety.
They make periodic reviews of all building departments and make recom-
mendations for improvements of such practices.
Effect the establishment of uniform standards and requirements for con-
struction and construction materials, compatible with accepted stand-
ards of engineering and fire prevention, technical methods, devices
and improvements which may reduce the cost of construction without
effecting the safety, health and security of the occupants and users
of buildings.
They serve when assigned, on specialized regulatory boards or on special
assignments which may arise from time to time.
They provide advice and technical assistance on building matters to all
within and outside of the Commonwealth.
State Building Inspectors :
In every city and town, the Basic Code shall be enforced as to any
structures of buildings or parts thereof that are owned by the Common-
wealth or any departments, commissions, agencies or authorities of the
Commonwealth.
The State Building Inspectors shall supervise the 351 local building
departments for the uniform enforcement of the Basic Code; shall pro-
vide technical assistance and advice; shall make periodic reviews of
all building inspection practices of the lo-^al building department,
make recommendations for improvements of such practices, and report
in writing the findings to the lo al building official; shall file
reports with the State Building Code Commission of periodic reviews.
The State Building Inspector may review any order or decision of the
local building official.
//3
Annual Report
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE :
(continued)
State Building Inspectors (continued):
iotc c+otp Building Code Commission mandated the inspect-
SSEritSeS ThS l£S injectors are appointed by the local govern-
ing Sody for a^et tSS usually five years and are subject
to the
fSS^tetoS tne
e
st"e
y
inspector, to ensure the provisions of
the Code are carried out.
The State.Building I-^^J^^f^T^^S^^S8
SutlTc*tJS2ff&&&£«&£CZSkVud the Department
of Mental Health.
They shall serve when so assigned on specialized
regulatory boards,
or on special assignments which may arise from time
to time.
At the direction of the Governor or the Commissioner
of Public Safety,
the Inspector shall serve in emergency temporary duty
in the State
Po?ic2 to preserve peace, suppress riots and other
special related
work, such as hurricanes, tornadoes, etc.
ACTIVITIES: The activities of the section will
be found in the
attached statistical reports.
HIGHLIGHTS OF
ACTIVITIES The knowledge, skills, and expertise
of the State
Building Inspectors were put to the test during
the Blilzard of 1978 and the inspectors worked
around the clock providing technical advice and
assistance to the local building inspection
departments and the Metropolitan District Com-
mission in the chaos and destruction inflicted
by the storm.
///
ANNUAL REPORT
BUILDING INSPECTION SECTION
FROM JULY. 1977 through JUNE, 1978
NEW CONSTRUCTION ;
PLAN EXAMINATION - SPOT CHECK 1267
PLAN EXAMINATION - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 1731
PLAN EXAMINATION - STATE OWNED 234
FIELD INSPECTION - SPOT CHECK 1845
FIELD INSPECTION - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 1930
FIELD INSPECTION - STATE OWNED 524
EXISTING BUILDINGS :
PERIODIC INSPECTION - SPOT CHECK 7260
PERIODIC INSPECTION - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 5418
PERIODIC INSPECTION - STATE OWNED 1813
ADMINISTRATION, ETC. - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 3529
ADMINISTRATION, ETC. - REVIEW 2418
STATE BUILDING CODE - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 18,850
CERTIFICATES ISSUED UNDER CHAPTER 111 577
(Nursing Homes, Clinics, Hospitals, Etc.)
ELEVATOR EXAMINATIONS 97
WAREHOUSE INSPECTIONS 79
MISC. INSPECTIONS 76
OTHER 433
FIRE DEPARTMENT 198
DISTRICT MEETINGS 71
BOARD WORK 22
ANNUAL REPORT (CONTINUED )
BUILDING INSPECTION SECTION
JULY, 1977 through JUNE, 1978
MOTION PICTURE OPERATOR LICENSE EXAMINATIONS: 154
MOTION PICTURE OPERATOR LICENSE RENEWALS: 1003
SPECIAL LIMITED MOTION PICTURE OPERATOR EXAMINATIONS: 7
SPECIAL LIMITED MOTION PICTURE OPERATOR RENEWALS: 26
MOTION PICTURE BOOTH INSPECTIONS: 0
lagla—ring Section, Division of Inspection
John V. MoCormack Building, On* Ashburton Place
Boston, Mass. 02108
August 7, 1978
To: Research and Development Unit (thru channels)
Proa: John K. Olson, Supervising District Engineering Inspector
Subject: Annual Report
1. In accordance with memorandum dated July 5» 1978 frosi Cost-
alssloner John P. Kehoe, Jr., following is the information requested for
enclosure in the Departsjent of Public Safety' t Annual Report:
Section: Division of Inspection, Engineering Section, John V.
MoCormack Building, One Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass. 02108
Cessaanded By: John K. Olson, Supervising District Engineering
Inspector
Assigned Personnel: 1 Supervising District Engineering Inspector,
23 District Engineering Inspectors, 1 Administrative
Assistant to the Supervising District Engineering
Inspector, 1 Principal Clerk, 1 Junior Clerk-Stenographer,
(vacancies - 2 District Engineering Inspectors sad 1
Junior Clerk-Typist).
Stateaent of Purpose: Inspect boilers, sir tanks, refrigeratien/air
conditioning systems, net water systoma, nuclear power
pleats, amusement devices, aboveground tanks.
Lioease engineers, firamen, hoisting machinery operators,
oil burner teohnlsiaas, nuclear power plant operators,
inspectors employed by lneuraaee companies to inspect
pressure vessels sad satissaont devices, pipefitters sad
refrigeration technicians. All of which are important
to the safety of the public.
Activities July 1, 1977 thru June 30, 1978: On January 13, 1978 the
Pipefitter's License Law grandfather clause was extended
to April 1, 1978.
Also on January 13, 1978 an act established the Bureau
of Pipefitters and Refrigeration Technicians , The Bureau
consists of nine members, one of whom is the Supervising
District Engineering Inspector serving as designee of the
Commissioner of Public Safety. As of this date, $304,000.
A 7
riaaeirch and Development Unit
- 2 -
haa been received as revenue from the grandfather
clause of the Refrigeration law.
The Engineering Section monitored for the National
Board of Boiler and Pre•sure vessel Inspectors, the
following examinations: 12 National Board, 15 Nuclear
Inservice, 2 Liquid Penetrant and Radiograph, 2 Nuclear
Concrete and 1 Magnetic Particle.
Twenty-four individuals passed the Massachusetts Certi-
ficate of Competency examinations held by a board of
three inspectors.
Highlights or Expansion: Even though the section cannot afford to expand
because of a lack of personnel, both clerical and
inspection, the General Court and the Governor passed
and signed three new legislative acts requiring the
Engineering Section to perform additional duties. The
new acts are as follows:
An Act Defining the Employment of Firemen and Engineers,
approved September 9, 1977, effective December 7, 1977.
An Aot Providing for the Annual Inspection of Certain
Aboveground Storage Tanks, approved September 17, 1977,
effective December 16, 1977.
An Aot Establishing a Bureau of Pipefitters and Refrigera-
tion Technicians, amended April 4, 1978 and effective
immediately.
•> BfiCAPITCJULTION OP BOILER, AIR TANK AND REFRIGERATION INSPECTIONS , ENGINEERS'
AND FIREMAN'S LICENSE LAW, OIL BURNER TECHNICIANS', HOISTING MACHINERY OPERATORS,
PIPEFITTER, REFRIGERATION TECHNICIANS AND ABOVEGROUND TANK LAWS
JULY 1, 1977 THRU JUNE 50, 1978
T. Number of boiler* inspected by SfWttM Company Inspectors 23,344
Number of air tank* inspected by Insurance Coopany Inspector* 8,351
Number of refrigeration-air conditioning inspections by Insuranoe Companies 5«170
TOTAL: 36,865
2. Number of boilers inspected by District Engineering Inspectors 2,443
Number of air tanks inspected by Dietriot Engineering Inspectors 2,318
Number of refrigeration-air conditioning inspections by District l8l
Engineering Inspectors
TOTAL: 4,942
3. INVESTIGATIONS AND INSPECTIONS
Complaints E & F License Lav 92
Boiler Inspection Law 126
Air Tank Inspection Law 60
Visits E k F License Law 4,054
Boiler Inspection Law 3,847
Air Tank Inspection Law 3,025
Defects Found Boilers 2
Repairs Ordered Boilers 40
Air Tanks 47
Appendages Ordered Boilers 19
Air Tanks 34
Hydrostatic Tost Boilers 5
Applied Air Tanks 2
Pressure Ordered Air Tanks 21
Reduced
Use Prohibited Air Tanks 1
Days in Court 2
4. ENGINEERS'
. FIREMAN'S ft OIL BURNER TECHNICIANS' LICENSES - Indlridual BgatjajBSgg
(BUNTED REJECTED
Special to Have Charge 43 6
Special to Operate 64 7
Third Class Engineer 115 62
Fourth Class Engineer 3
First Class Fireman 130 39
Seoand Class Fireman 375 142
Hoisting Engineer 1,683 35
Oil Burner Technician 4o6 72
TOTALS t 2,819 363
//7
RECAPITULATION OP ENGINEERING SECTION, JULY 1, 1977 THRU JUNE 30, 1978
- 2 -
5. ENGINEERS' AND FIREMAN'S LICENSE LAW - Board Examination
First Class Engineer
Second Class Engineer
Certificate of Competency (insurance)
TOTALS
Appeals
Suspension
3
1T
6. NUCLEAR LICENSE LAV
Operating Engineer
7. PIPEFITTER LAW
Licenses
8. REFRIGERATION LAW
Licenses Contractor
Technician
Trainee
9- ABOVEGROUND TANK LAW
Inspections
10. LICENSES RENEWED
Engineers and Firemen
Hoisting Engineers
Pipefitters
5,2226
8,452
7,981
GRANTED
35
82
142
164
118
319
7
21
REJECTED
35
116
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Annual Report for the Period of July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978 - Board of
Boiler Rulee
During thla fiscal year, three meetings were held by the Board of
Boiler Rulee. Thi» included two statutory public hearings and one advertised
public hearing, all of which were held in compliance with the requiresMnte of
Chapter 146, Section 3 of the General Laws, Tercentenary Edition, as amended,
as well as Chapter 30 of the General Laws.
Nine petitions were presented to the Board of Boiler Rules, three of
which were to allow nonstandard pressure vessels to become "Mass . Special."
Two were allowed and one was rejected. Six petitions were to allow the
extension of an existing boiler certificate for a period not to exceed six
months.
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ELEVATOR SECTION
Elevators, Escalators & Dumbwaiters
:
Placarded 3
Plans File 165
Mew Construction Inspection 304
Inspections (Tests) 5,208
Changes Inspected 1,378
Orders Issued 2,245
Certificates Issued 1,369
During this period there were 151 Elevators, escalator &
Dumbwaiter accidents reported to this section, One (l)
of which was Fatal .
Operators Licenses Issued 1,522
Operators Licenses Renewed 1,722
Revenue derived from Elevator Operator Licenses both new
and renewed: $4,005.00
Revenue derived from inspections of new and existing
elevators, escalators and dumbwaiters:
TOTAL REVENUE : $54,293-00
Tramway License Section
Tramway Licenses Issued 178 $2,9075.00
TOTAL REVENUE: $2,9075.00
Men Certified to Inspect Tramways 6 (NO FEE)
Tramway Accidents reported to this section (92) Ninety-two
No Fatals.
Elevator Maintenance &
Repair Licenses Issued 25
Renewal 302
Late Renewals 22
TOTAL REVENUE: $3,900.00
/2y
elevator section
pertinent information
The Elevator Section altho no new towns were added to our
inspection responsibilities this past fiscal, we are in the
process of taking over two new towns, we also have a total
of 304 new elevators under construction.
On a temporary emergency basis we are still being called
in to test elevators in Holyoke, Northampton, and Spring-
field, there are 450 units in this area that have to be
tested each year. The totals are increasing and the
inspection personnel is decreasing wnicn creates an impossible
situation. With the economy and depression there have been
some problems in the construction industry but everything
being built is hi-rise or condominiums so we will see an
economic gain.
In the last three fiscal years we have lost "three inspectors
with only One replacement. Lack of men in the district,
not covered causing an unsafe condition to exist. We should
have replacement immediately, for inspectors lost thru death
and retirement.
We show a decrease in elevators placarded this year i.e.,
elevators shut down because of unsafe or dangerous condition,
due to the fact that of insufficient Man Power, the over
due for tests are out there but we just pan not get to them
because of lack of Inspectors.
Also where a Licensed Operator is working we seem never
to have a bad accident, and we still continue to hav e Fatal
accidents where there are no Licensed Operators.
Elevator Accidents show a decrease - Our Fatal figure is
less than last year, but two fatal accidents have happened
after end of fiscal year and are pending investigation also
under supervision of Attorney General's Office. I would
like to stress that this is the accident total for the entire
state not just State Inspected elevators. Most of the
accidents were on escalators and were of minor nature. I
also believe that some Cities and Towns do not report and
our figures are conservative.
ELEVATOR SECTION
PERTINENT INFORMATION
We had an increase in Tramway Licenses issued this year
for various reasons, the main reason being new construction
and heavier natural snow fall. There was a tremendous
increase in skiers using Mass. Facilities this past year
heavier natural snow gave the Area Operators their best
season in history. Three Ski areas stayed open all summer
with one aerial lift operating at each area in conjunction
with the so-called Alpine Slide. Five Aerial lifts are
presently under construction to open this coming season as
well as three tows. The tramway Examiner organized three
lift operator training seminars this past fiscal year as
well as one technical demonstration.
We have again suggested to the department to increase the
various fees and again will request the department file
legislation to repeal Chapter 288 of the General Laws.
Looking to the future this section will need additional
inspection personnel very soon as we will have to assume
responsibilities for the inspections in several cities and
towns that are starting to neglect elevator inspections
as their inspection department becomes more involved in :
other areas. We will need to set up frequent seminars for
our own personnel and others to keep them informed of changes
on codes, regulations and other "exotic" type of elevator
equipment coming into exi stance. The public is becoming
more dependent on elevators, the Fire Dept's* want to use
them to evacute in case of fire and other disasters which
will mean a great deal of study and many new regulations.
They are putting elevators in cities and towns now tnat
never had them before. Altho our men received a one grade
increase last year they are still $150.00 behind pay to
Elevator Mechanics in industry which they supervise.
Something will have to be done if we hope to maintain a
qualified staff.
We will have to maintain a stronger liaison with the
Fire Department Instructional Teams with all of the
high rise elevators being constructed
Department of Public Safety
Annual Report Information
Division:
Life Safety and Physical Environment Surveying Unit
80 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts
Commanded by:
Clifford W. Hall
Associate Civil Engineer
Supervisor in Charge
Assigned Personnel:
Associate Civil Engineers - Five (5)
Senior Civil Engineers - nineteen (19)
Function:
Progr^s)"
6"1"1 Faclllties for Participation in Medicare/Medicaid
Pertinent Statistics:
The attached statistics reflect a breakdown of related activities for t-h*period beginning July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978.
he
The attached statistics for related activities include:
1. On site surveys/inspections
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DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC SAFETY
LICENSING SECTION
One Ashburton Place, Boston, Massachusetts
(Personnel - 4)
ANNUAL REPORT - JULY 1. 1977 thru JUNE 30, 1978
SUNDAY LICENSE LAWt
ANNUAL (REGULAR) LICENSES RECEIVED: 2,3?* * 116,200.00
" (SPECIAL) LICENSES RECEIVED t 610 61,000.00
WEEKLY (REGULAR) LICENSES RECEIVED t 18,235 36,470.00
(SPECIAL) LICENSES RECEIVED: 8,096 40, 480.00m
FEES RECEIVED t $ 254,150.00
RE-ADJUSTMENT (SPECIAL LICENSES) i 50.00
$ 254,200.00
ANNUAL LICENSES REFUNDED: 4 « $50.00 4 1 0 $100.00)^
WEEKLY LICENSES REFUNDED: 20 0 $2.00 )
TOTAL FEES RECEIVED: $ 253*860.00
THEATRICAL BOOKING AGENT LICENSE LAW :
LICENSES IN FORCE AS OP JULY 1, 1977 1^
LICENSES IN FORCE AS OF JUNE 30, 1978 154
DISCONTINUED LICENSES 19
HEW LICENSES 27 $ 5,400.00
RENEWED LICENSES 32 6,400.00
FEES RECEIVlDi I 11,800.00
REFUNDS: (1 • $200.00) - 200.00
TOTAL FEES RECEIVED: $ 11,600.00
ASSUMED NAME LAW :
REGISTRATIONS SUBMITTED: ($2.00 per) 47 $ 94.00
(continued)
PRIVATE DETECTIVE AND/OR WATCH, GUARD OR PATROL AGENCY
t
NEW LICENSES : 55 $ 41,250.00
RENEWED LICENSES t 237 94,800.00
PEES RECEIVED I $ 136,050.00
ORIGINAL LICENSES REFUNDED s 3 « $750.00 - 2,250.00
RENEWED LICENSES REFUNDED » 0
TOTAL FEES RECEIVED t $ 133,800.00
TICETPT SUTLERS t
ORIGINAL k RENEWED LICENSES} (42 9 $100.00 per lioense) $ 4,200.00
REFUNDS t 0
TOTAL FEES RECEIVED t % 4,200.00
STATE BOXING COMMISSION
1 Ashuurton Place, Boston, Ma. 02106
Room 1005
ANNUAL REPORT
Membership: During the final week of fiscal 1977-78 Commission
membership changed. From 7/1/77 to 6/22/78, the Commission members
were
:
Eb^anuel 3. Aronis, Chairman
Walter A. Byars, Commissioner
Joseph C. Wright, Commissioner
Fred Lan son, Secretary
On June 23, 1978, James F. McCarron of Lexington, Mass. was sworn
in as a member replacing Emmanuel G. Aronis, wnoae term of office
had expired and raemoer Walter A. Byars of Dorchester was sworn in
as Chairman. Joseph C. bright continued as a member and Fred Lams on
as Secretary.
Purpose; Established in 1920 to administer and regulate the
conduct of boxing or sparring matches or exhibitions being conducted
for a prize or a purse, or to which an admission fee is charged,
either directly or indirectly. The mandate of the Commission
encompasses both professional and amateur boxing activity*
Activities; During fiscal 1977-78 the Commission supervised 21
professional boxing shows and 76 amateurs. Professional boxing
activity decreased somewhat over the previous year, primarily because
of the sudden death of leading professional boxing promoter Sam
Silverman wno was killed in an auto accident on July 9, 1977.
Silverman had been a professional promoter in the Commonwealth for
over 30 years. Subsequently, new promoters applied and were licensed
and professional boxing activity returned to normalcy.
STATE liOXINu COMMISSION - ANMUAL RFPOiiT
FISCAL 1977-1.978
Some of tru outstanding events include two hard-fought
boxing contests between Marvin Hagler of Brockton, Mass. leading
middleweight contender and Kevin Finnegan of London, England, at the
3oston Carden on 3/U/78 and again on 5/13/78. Hagler won both bouts.
Hagler also defeated Mike Colbert of Portland, Oregan #2 contender in the
world and ftav Phillips of Texas in other events held at the Boston
Garden. On March 22, 1978, World Heavyweight Champion Leon Spinka was
a ^uest of honor at a professional boxing show held at the Park Plaaa
Hotel for a charitable cause.
On April 3 and April u, 1978 the New England Amateur
Boxing Championsaips took place at the Boston Garden, featuring the
outstanding amateur boxers from all over New England.
Pertinent Statistics
:
Number of professional clubs conducting boxing matches
or exhibitions 8
Number of professional exhibitions held,
fiscal 1977 -7b" 21
Number of amateur exhibitiors conducted,
fiscal 1977-78 76
Receipts from 5% tax on gross receipts & t.v.
rights (C. Iu7, S. hO St UOA, fiscal 1977-78) $19,912.
Receipts from license fees (all sources)
fiscal 1977-76 $ 1,586.
Receipts from 1^ tax <">n gross receipts & t.v.
rights for the Boxers' Fund Board 1977-78 $ 2,365.
Legislate cn : Luring this fiscal year legislation was filed to
(a) Ple^e vrrestling under the control of the Commission (H.159, 1978); and
(b) Place closed-circuit t.v. boxing beamed into the Commonwealth
under the control of tho Commission (H.1S8, 1978)
STATE B0X3N1 COMMISSION - ANNUAL REPOIiT
FISCAL 197V-3970
(c) Increase insurance on boxers for injury or accidental death as
followa: inlury ccA-ercr^ from %1.,0T), to $1,500; accidental
death coverage from $2,500 to $5,000. (H 160, 1973)
H. 160 passed both branches of the Legislature and
was signed i rto lav by Governor Dukakis. H. 1.5o and 159 did not
out of Committee.
New England jjoxing ^o^ni 1* si oners Cornact: The New England Boxing
Commissioners continue to maintain mutual recognition of suspensions
or revocations of licenses of beaters, s..conds, managers, etc. Also,
mutual exchange of pertinent information on boxers and boxing matters
has continued despite no formal meetings due to lack of funds for travel.
The State Boxing Commission in Massachusetts also has close contacts
with the leading boxing states in the nation by means of bulletins and
letters, these states include, New York, New Jersey, California and
Michigan.
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DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC SAFETY
RECREATIONAL TRAMWAY BOARD
1977-1978
ANNUAL REPORT
DESIGNATION : Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Dept. of Public Safety
Recreational Tramway Board
McCormack State Office Bldg.,
1 Ashburton Place. Room 1319
Boston, Mass 02108
CHAIRMAN ;
MEMBERS
:
STAFF:
Harold Morley
Chairman plus four other members, one of which
is Commissioner of Public Safety's Designee.
% Tramway License Examiner
1 Hearings Stenographer
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE : Public Safety as it pertains to the Skiing public
and their use of aerial tramways, lifts and tows.
Drawing up, amending and enforcing Tramway Codes and
Regulations. The Board's main purpose for being is to
direct the State Ski Areas on a course of preventative
accident procedures and to enforce the State Ski Code
for the skiing public's safety.
STATISTICS :
Tramway Licenses Issued: 178
Total monies derived from licensing : $2975.00
Total Lifts registered: 21k
Total Accidents reported: 92
Full Meetings of the Board: 12
Sub-Committee MeEtings 11
Hearings : 8
Lift Operator Training Seminars: 3
Maintenance Training Seminars: 3
Total Skiers using Mass. Lifts: 2,500,000
.
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES;
The full Board held twelve meetings this past fiscal year in
Hancock, Great Barrington, Charlton, Boston, Haverhill and Westford as
well as eleven sub-committee meetings. One of these meetings was an
advertised public hearing concerned with the amending of the Code. Eight
hearings were held on 8 various type lifts concerning various code problems.
Ninety^two tramway accidents were reported to the Board this fiscal year,
none of which were fatal. This is an increase of forty over last year, this
could be attributed to the fact that this was the longest and best ski
season in histroy and better reporting procedures. A complete breakdown of th<
accidents by type etc., is available at the Board office. This past year
we have had more than 2,500,000 skiers using Massachusetts facilities. We
had one ski area close this past season specifically blaiming the cost of
insurance. On the other hand we had one of the areas re-open after being
closed for a year. Again this year three areas ttayed open for the summer
using one chairlift at each area in conjunction with the so-called Alpine
Slide. Three lift operator seminars were held in Pittsfleld, Holyoke and
Canton by the Board in conjunction with the Dept. Public Safety, Mass. Ski
Area Operators Assoc i ati on a nd the Insurance Industry. These were very
successful and attended by over U00 lift operators. All three were held in
the m ost adverse of conditions, one being in the Rain and two in blinding
snowstorms. Three Instructional meetings were held for the Maintenance
ic77-197ft ANNUA I REPORT- RECJjEAJ 1 WAj TRAMWAY BOARD (Continued)
Supervisors in Plttsfleld, Holyoke and Waltham. The Board finished with
the update of the Tramway Code to being the code in line with National
Standards. The Board is still hoping to overcome Budpet restrictions and
join the National Safety Association this coming year as a group, an
absolute necessity to keep the board aware of industrywide changes. One
Board member traveled out of State at his own expense this past year to
attend a National Safety Convention. So -*e of the Board members attend
varcus national and local gatherings relative to Ski Safety during the year,
most of the time at their own expense. Many Ski Area Owners and/or managers
have met with the 5oard during this past year for advice and/or instructions
relative to the proper safety procedures as i t pertained to their areas. To
maintain a closer alliance with the Mass. Ski Areas, the Board frequently
conducts their montkly meetings on the premises of various S^i Areas.
Legislation was filed this year (since passed) charing the Board with drawing
up some regulations concerning both Downhill (Alpine) and Cross-Couatry
(Nordic) skiing, previously we were only charged with the uphill transportation
of skiers. Construction was started at the end of the fiscal year on six
new aerial lifts consisting of the States first Double-double Chair lift , our
second Tr'-ple chairlift and three other double chairlifts. In addition
two surface lifts and a rope tow are also being constructed. With this
new cons true ti on the State will have thirty six aerial lifts, one of
which is over a mile long. With the industry expanding every year and the
trend to Aerial lifts the Board will once again request that the Department
hire a Mechanical Engineering Inspector to assist this Board. '•his may
be a necessity shortly as the insurance industry does not want their
inspectors acting in the State's behalf. The insurance inspectors themselves
do not want to because of the potential liability and the overwhelming
liability insurance that they would need. Overall this was the best and
longest season in history, despite the problem of the ski areas in Eastern
Massachusetts being shut down for a week in the middle of the season due to
the Blizjard of 78.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
ANNUAL REPORT
DEPARTMENT
:
Public Safety
BRANCH OR SECTION: Architectural Barriers Board
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 8321-1000
MEMBERS
:
Chairman
Secretary of Public Safety Designee
Secretary of Elder Affairs Desingee
Four members
STAFF: Administrative Secretary
Senior Clerk & Stenographer
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE :
1. The Board's purpose and the design of the Rules and Regulations
is to make public buildings accessible to, functional for and
safe for use by the physically handicapped persons.
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES :
1. Members participated in various workshops, conferences and training
sessions regarding the Board's Rules and Regulations and the relation-
ship of its rules and regulations to Section 504, Rules and Regu-
lations of the Rehabilitation Act (HEW) of 1973 as further amended
in April 1977, in terms of physical accessibility.
2. Enforcement of the Board's rules and regulations has been accomplished
with the aid from many areas: City and State Building Inspectors,
by board members and staff making on site inspections and assistance
through the Attorney General's Office, especially through litigation.
Pending and resolved cases include Maxwell Silverman's Toolhouse,
Ltd. , the Town of Burlington and the Town of Winchester.
3. During Fiscal 1978, the Board conducted 43 regularly scheduled,
Monday meetings and handled 23 8 cases.
4. The Board also held 17 sub-committee meetings to inform local and
state building inspectors as well as architect, engineers, contractors
and other interested persons of the Board's Rules and Regulations
and to offer assistance and guidance where needed.
5. The staff gave technical assistance to architects, engineers, contrac-
tors, owners and the general public concerning the application of the
rules and regulations in general, as well as in specific cases. On
site technical assistance was also provided in as many cases that the
staff could accommodate. The staff handled approximately 1,000 incoming
and outgoing letters, (up 49% over fiscal 77) and an average of over
/3C
100 phone calls per week during construction seasons.
HIGHLIGHTS OR EXPANSION OF ACTIVITIES DEEMED SIGNIFICANT
:
1. The Architectural Barriers Board would like to develop more
"foot soldiers" trained by the Board to work in the field
so that the board could carry out its legislative mandate
more effectively.
2. The Board would also like to hold meetings periodically, with
local and state building inspectors, as well as other concerned
and related persons, to disseminate information on the Board's
rules and regulations and policies.
3. The Board is developing an open door policy of communication
and technical assistance with the Massachusetts Building
Trades Council.
4. The Board is making every effort to inform the public that
barrier-free design is advantageous to everyone and not to
only one segment of the public.
5. The Board will continue to work by itself and with others
to perfect the best possible plan for the evacuation of
protection for the physically handicapped in cases of emergency
in elevated (high rise) buildings. This is a major problem
of national concern.
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Troop/Unit/Section
DIVISION OF FIRE PREVENTION
Comonnded by :
STATE FIRE MARSHAL JOSEPH A. O'KEEFE
Assigned Personnel : Assigned to Fire Prevention
1 State Fire Marshal . 1, Senior Explosives Technician
8 Detective Lieutenants 1 Explosive Technician
5 Troopers, Special Assignment 1 Principal Statistical Clerk
1 Fire Prevention Engineer
1 Junior Clerk Typist
Function:
See " Function " Attachment—Page A
Pertinent Statistics : \ • • . ' .:• •
See Statistics " Attachment- Page 1A
2A
JOSEPH A. O'KEEFE
STATE FIRE MARSHAL
J3f
'Division of fire prevention KUNCTIOH-A
The functions of this Division arc the investigation of the cause
and circumstances of suspicious fires and fires of undetermined origin
the enforcement of Chapter 148 and all the Fire Prevention Rules r.nd
Regulations enacted thereunder; the keeping of records pertaining to
fjres, explosions, arrests, inspection* etc.; the certification of
certain types of equipment as specified by the Fire Prevention Rules
and Regulations, and myriad other related duties in dealing with the
public, fire departments, and law enforcement agencies of the Common-
wealth and other political divisions of government, including keeping
all the fire chiefs of the Commonwealth abreast of current conditions
and recent and contemplated changes in the laws and Fire Prevention
Regulations.
/It
STATISTICS
•MMMMHMIHMM
Activities for 12 Months- July 1, 1977 thru Juno 50, 197H
INVESTIGATIONS
Fires
.
; .. 2792
7*D1 0 3 i. 0n .? •••• • •••*••••••••••••••••••••••••• — «• •*<••• ••••••••• 97
Explosives-Storage, Use, Transportation ' 59'
Flammable Fluids- Storage, Use, Transportation 24
Fatal Fires ; 92
INSPECTIONS • -
Explosives- Storage, Use, Transportation 210
Flammable Fluids- Storage, Use, Transportation 50
Garages
Oil Burners
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Schools
hospitals
Hotels
Mercantile Establishments
Factories 20
Places of Assembly
Warehouses
.6
'
8
11
25'
/if'
6
division or vjm PHETOrriON STATIST I Co en
Arrests for Arson end related crimes- Persons 162
Arrests for Arson and related crimes- Counts 213
Convictions for A rson and related crimes 95
Cases pending in Court 51
Cases found Not Guilty 22
Cases Dismissed . 9
MISCELLANEOUS
Warehouse License Applications Investigated 13
Oil Burners Approved 12
Heat Reclaimers Approved 1
Miscellaneous Devices Approved 18
Self-Service Gas Station Plans Approved 35
License to Sell Class A, B, and C Explosives 8
Fireworks Certificates of Competency Issued-
Originals 3
Renewals 92
Blasting Certificates of Competency Issued-
Originals 53
Renewals 550
Black and Smokeless Powder Licenses 1U7
Tank Truck Approvals Issued 625
Certificate of Competency for Cannons Issued 15
*
/•//
DT-yir iorr or ftp.t: ppi-vi-mtion statistic.0)
Ponnits for Transportation of Class A & 3 Explosives
Issued 107
Disposal of Fireworks, Explosives, and Bombs 355
Day3 in Court 370
Fire Inquests and Other Hearings •. 21
Summonses Served 102
Cases Submitted to Laboratory 990
Photographs, Use of ... 201
Instructions, Sessions, and Addresses. . . . 90 *
Organizational and Divisional Meetings 64
9


